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Bizav betting on UAM concepts,
but journey ahead still a gamble
by Mark Huber
Even as NBAA was releasing a new report
this week touting the benefits of urban air
mobility (UAM) for business aviation, two
panels of industry experts offered diverse
opinions about its future this week at
NBAA-BACE in Las Vegas.
The report, “Business Aviation Embraces
Electric Flight, How Urban Air Mobility Creates Enterprise Value,” was a joint undertaking of NBAA and Nexa Advisors, a financial
firm that has done extensive research into

the UAM market. The report was part of a
larger study on the potential of UAM and
global markets for the next 20 years. “These
reports highlight the potential of electric
vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft to transform short-range air transportation, especially for those companies and
individuals that use business aviation,” said
NBAA senior v-p Mike Nichols.
“These companies are expected to be
among the first eVTOL users because these

vehicles will solve the ‘last mile’ or ‘doorto-door’ challenge by moving people quickly
from a company office to meetings in city
centers that are near existing heliports or
newly-constructed vertiports, or to outlying airports so passengers can depart on a
business aircraft or scheduled airline flight,”
he added.
In the face of this promise of a potential
market, calculated by investment banking
continues on page 45
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NEWS note
Jet Aviation and GE Aviation inked a
deal for a comprehensive safety and
fleet modernization project that includes GE’s flight operations quality assurance program, C-FOQA. The program
covers Jet Aviation’s global fleet of approximately 300 business aircraft. GE’s
software collects and analyzes recorded
flight data with meteorological, navigation, and terrain data to assist operators
in identifying and eliminating potential
safety hazards in flight operations. T
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Trailblazers keynote at
NBAA’s second-day opener
by Jerry Siebenmark
Attendees at the day-two keynote session
at NBAA-BACE heard from a group of trailblazers in aviation, including the first female
Air Force fighter pilot and an Uber executive.
The session was opened by NBAA president
and CEO Ed Bolen, who recognized the
members of the 2019 class of NBAA’s Business Aviation Top 40 Under 40 attending
the morning session, as well as a handful of
the successful graduates of NBAA’s certified
aviation manager program.
Leading the group of four keynote
speakers was Barrington Irving. The
Jamaican-born pilot and founder of the
Flying Classroom—who at 23 became
the youngest pilot to circumnavigate

the world solo—was raised in inner-city
Miami. As a young adult, he believed football was going to be his way out of poverty
and to success as an adult.
That was until a chance encounter
with another Jamaican-born man who
was an airline pilot. “And he asked me
one pivotal question,” Irving said. “He
said, ‘Hey son have you ever thought
about becoming a pilot?’” Irving told
the man he didn’t think he was smart
enough. Still, impressed by the man’s
airline uniform and the Lincoln Navigator he was driving, he asked what kind
of money pilots made. “After he told me
how much money he made, I took an
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Yves Rossy, who electrified the aviation world with his jet-powered, wearable flying wing, detailed
its design, teething pains, and stability issues for NBAA-BACE 2019 second-day attendees.

Barrington Irving, l, Flying Classroom founder,
and USAF Maj. Gen. Jeannie Leavitt keynoted
the second day of NBAA-BACE 2019.
interest in aviation,” Irving said to the
audience’s laughter.
Major General Jeannie Leavitt also
detailed her path in aviation to the NBAA
audience. It was about three months
after she graduated at the top of her Air
Force flight school class that the rules
were changed permitting women to
serve in combat.
Top graduates were normally allowed
to pick their pilot job assignment, but
because she was a woman, she was advised
not to request to fly fighters, bombers, or
special operations because she “would
forever be labeled a troublemaker and it
would ruin [her] career,” Leavitt said. “I
went to them and I said, ‘Look, I have to
ask. I know the answer is going to be no,
but I also know [the rules are] going to
change at some point. And I don’t want
to have a regret to say I always wanted to
fly a fighter and have people say, ‘Did you
ever ask?’”
She then became the Air Force’s first
female combat pilot, flying an F-15E Strike
Eagle and serving combat tours, including
in Afghanistan.
Attendees also heard from Yves Rossy,
the first man to fly with a jet-propelled
wearable wing, and Eric Allison, CEO of
Uber Elevate, the ride-sharing company
that’s working to build out a network of
autonomously piloted eVTOLs.
n

Sheltair touts new hangar with virtual tour
by Curt Epstein
In preparation for the opening of its visitors one of the best takeaways you can be on site. “Sheltair offers the largest mix
new 207,000-sq-ft hangar complex offer: precious time,” said Todd Anderson, of hangars and airside commercial office
at Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport the company’s v-p of real estate and devel- space at FXE, one of the busiest general
(FXE), Florida-based Sheltair is provid- opment, adding it gives potential tenants
aviation destinations in the nation.”
ing NBAA-BACE 2019 showgoers a vir- an “on-site” experience without having to
Sheltair (Avfuel Booth N4123) has also
tual reality tour of the facility
begun taking arrival slot, hangar,
at the airport’s booth (C11843).
and ramp-space reservations at its
Missing only “the smell of jet
Fort Lauderdale International Airfuel and Florida ocean breezes,”
port location for the Super Bowl LIV,
the tour will show it all, from
which will be held on February 2.
the guest receiving area, to
“When the convention winds
the state-of-the-art hangars, to
down in Vegas on October 24th, the
the office space that can sup100-day countdown to Super Bowl
port tenant operations. It will
kickoff in Miami begins,” said Karen
include eight 22,500-sq-ft hanKroeppel, the FBO operator’s director of sales and marketing, “but the
gars, large enough to accomreal winners in the aviation commumodate the latest large-cabin
business jets.
nity will be those who secured their
“This virtual walkthrough Sheltair’s Raquel Monge introduces a show attendee to her
arrival slots during their visit to our
allows us to offer convention company’s new FXE hangar with a pair of virtual reality goggles. booth here at NBAA.”
n
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THE BEST TIME TO FLY THE BEST IS NOW
Introducing the brand-new PC-12 NGX, the most advanced single-engine turboprop ever.
Featuring a completely redesigned cabin with new executive seats that provide more
comfort and improved ergonomics. Not to mention six new BMW Designworks interior
selections. Windows have been enlarged to allow more natural light brighten up the cabin.
With the PC-12 NGX, Pilatus just made the best even better.
Pilatus Business Aircraft Ltd • USA • +1 303 465 9099 • www.pilatus-aircraft.com

partnerships within the industry.”
Gulfstream, which has its own supply of SAF, announced that its display
fleet consisting of a G650ER, G600,
G500, G550, and G280 made its first
carbon-neutral flights on the way to
Las Vegas, using a combination of SAF
and carbon offsets. The jets were powered by a 30/70 blend of low-carbon
drop-in SAF and traditional jet-A. The
emissions from the jet-A were more
than offset by the airframer’s purchase
of verified emission reduction credits
through a third-party provider, which
the OEM is also now offering to Gulfstream operators.
Likewise, fuel provider Valcora in
collaboration with Shell will offset fuel
emissions through nature-based carbon credits. All Shell Aviation fuels sold
through the Valcora digital purchasing
platform will be carbon-neutral, with
emissions automatically offset via carbon
credits included with the fuel purchase.
On the NBAA-BACE show floor this
week, Air BP (Booth C7219) is highlighting how common trash—such as banana
peels—that would normally end up in landfills can be converted in SAF by its partner
Neste and eventually by California-based
Fulcrum BioEnergy, which is building its
first plant in nearby Reno, Nevada.

by Curt Epstein
As sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) take
the spotlight at this year’s NBAA-BACE
in an effort to accelerate their availability
and use, NBAA and the General Aviation
Manufacturers Association (GAMA) are
looking to continue that push with a
Business Aviation Global Sustainability
Summit in March 2020 in Washington,
D.C. The meeting was announced on
Tuesday morning at the show.
The summit will build on previous
industry initiatives aimed at promoting
the use of renewable fuels, including the
first-ever public demonstration at Van
Nuys Airport in January that highlighted
the safety and environmental benefits of
SAF. That was followed by a similar event
held in May at the UK’s Farnborough Airport on the eve of EBACE.
“Business aviation has long made
sustainability a priority, and we have
made tangible progress,” said NBAA
president and CEO Ed Bolen. “Over
the past decade we have redoubled our

commitment to reducing the industry’s
already-small carbon footprint, and key
to that has been the development and
use of sustainable fuels.”
As part of the show’s week-long focus
on sustainability, SAF is available at
Henderson Executive Airport, host of
the NBAA 2019 static display. By the
time the display aircraft refuel and
depart later today, an estimated 150,000
gallons of SAF, provided by World Fuel
Services, will have been pumped in a
collaborative effort between the airport,
local fuel suppliers and show organizers.
“I applaud this effort to reduce the aviation emissions footprint in Southern
Nevada, and look forward to the continued implementation of other sustainability initiatives throughout our Clark
County Aviation System,” said county
commissioner Michael Nutt. “These
first steps toward a more environmentally conscious aviation operation
would not be possible without strong

BARRY AMBROSE

Bizav leaders announce
upcoming SAF summit

Air BP’s booth includes this display
highlighting how common refuse can be
used to create sustainable jet fuel.
“At Air BP, we believe it is important to
keep working with multiple suppliers, customers, and partners to support the commercialization of SAF,” said Irene Lores,
the company’s global sales and marketing
director for general aviation.
n

CCX cybersecurity platform
approved for SmartSky
MARK PHELPS

by J.E. Burnside

Piaggio Aerospace touts turnaroud
With a balance sheet reflecting $930
million in orders and commitments, Italy’s Piaggio Aerospace (Booth IS20)
announced yesterday at NBAA-BACE 2019
the impending launch of a public tender
for the insolvent company, a new agreement for the sale of at least 10 Avanti Evos
turboprop twins, and plans to introduce
two corporate shuttle versions of the
eight-passenger aircraft.
Vincenzo Nicastro, the governmentappointed extraordinary commissioner
charged with managing the company
while it restructures, said the 100-year-old
company “has never had an order intake
of such an amount during its recent history.”
The figure represents close to $300 million in contracts from its engine and customer-support units, and new aircraft and other
contracts anticipated by year-end to total
some $630 million. The latter figure includes
one of at least 10 Evos Saudi Arabia’s Al
Saif Aviation has agreed to purchase, also
announced on yesterday here in Las Vegas.
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The public tender offer will come in
mid-November, Nicastro said. Based on
the response from more than 40 companies to a request for letters of interest
early this year, he expressed confidence
that a suitable buyer will come forth. Any
deal will require government approval.
The two proposed corporate shuttle
variants are the Classic, with either a
double-club or four-row configuration;
and 2.0, an edgier design with technically
advanced seats. Piaggio is in discussions
with a potential shuttle customer and
might launch the platform early next year.
The company is also aggressively pursuing
new onboard connectivity options for Evos.
With a top speed of more than 400
knots, the P.180 claims the title as the
world’s fastest civilian turboprop, while
offering the tallest and widest cabin
of any turboprop or jet in its category,
according to Piaggio. In addition, the
airplane boasts 30 percent lower fuel
consumption than competitors.
J.W.
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The growing popularity of in-flight connectivity has also created increased
demand for solutions designed to ensure
cybersecurity. This week at NBAA-BACE
2019, CCX Technologies announced that
its SystemX cybersecurity platform is
approved for the SmartSky Networks
Skytelligence digital services framework
to help meet that need.
The SystemX platform is a combination of hardware and software, which
helps protect an aircraft’s onboard network by monitoring data transmissions
among avionics systems and between the
aircraft and the ground network, collecting data and providing alerts as necessary.
The platform also analyzes anonymized
data, presenting a broad view of cybersecurity threats along certain routes and
highlighting potential vulnerabilities for
a customer’s aircraft.
“Cybersecurity is a critical concern for
everyone in the aviation industry, and collaborating with our partners to address the
ever-evolving number of threats is important to Smartsky,” said Britton Wanick, v-p
of digital solutions at SmartSky Networks.
“SystemX is a significant addition to our Skytelligence platform, and we look forward to
working with CCX to fulfill the need for
cybersecurity solutions for aviation.”

a i n o n l i n e .c o m

“As the demand for stronger cybersecurity
in the aviation market continues to increase,
almost on a daily basis, so does the need for
onboard cybersecurity solutions that furnish aircraft operators with actionable data,”
said Chris Bartlett, president of CCXTechnologies. “The Skytelligence digital services
marketplace is an important platform, supporting aviation with a variety of data. And
now, in our view, it provides a more important role with the addition of this new cybersecurity data,” he added.
n

NEWS note
The Central Florida Business Aviation
Association (CFBAA) officially formed
last month in Orlando, Florida, board
members announced this week at NBAABACE 2019 in Las Vegas. The new association joins the Florida Aviation Business
Association, Tampa Bay Aviation Association, and South Florida Business Aviation
Association as the fourth regional group
representing Florida business aviation
companies, operators, and stakeholders.
CFBAA will provide members with networking and outreach opportunities in the Central Florida bizav community.
T
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Falcon family honors John Rosanvallon
Dassault Falcon Jet honored John Rosanvallon with a tribute video at its annual
Falcon Family Breakfast Wednesday morning. Having spent his entire career with
Dassault, Rosanvallon is stepping down
as CEO of the Falcon Jet business unit,
though he will remain with Dassault Group
as a special business aviation advisor to
chairman and CEO Eric Trappier. Thierry
Betbeze will head Dassault Falcon.
The video included early childhood

pictures and an interview with Rosanvallon, in which he shared that one of his
early ambitions was to be a Catholic missionary, “but then with teenage coming, I
thought, well, maybe it’s not for me.” He
married his wife Genevieve in 1973 and
joined Dassault Aviation two years later.
At the time, Dassault was partnered
with Pan Am to build a presence in North
America for its Mystere 20 business jet,
later renamed the Falcon 20. The link-up
ultimately morphed into what is now Dassault Falcon Jet, a wholly-owned Dassault
Aviation business unit based at Teterboro
Airport in New Jersey.
“I first came to the U.S. in 1976 and I
really enjoyed it,” he said. “It’s been a big
part of my life to have this French/American experience. I’ve tried over the last 30
years to be a good link between the two.”
Bridging that cultural divide hasn’t
always been an easy assignment, but judging by the prolonged standing ovation he
received from colleagues, Falcon customers, and industry partners, Rosanvallon has
served his mission with a combination of
competency, integrity, energy, and good
humor that will not soon be forgotten. M.P.

Inmarsat’s Jet Connex
satcom tops 600 bizjets
by Matt Thurber
Inmarsat’s
Ka - b a n d
s a te l l i te
communications and Wi-Fi system is
now installed in more than 600 business
jets, just three years after it became
available. The JetWave airborne hardware
manufactured by Honeywell runs on the
Inmarsat Global Xpress Ka-band satellite
network, delivering high-speed broadband
service that allows multiple users to
conduct data-intensive tasks such as
streaming video and sending and receiving
emails with large attachments. Honeywell
calls the service it offers Jet Connex.
The current Inmarsat Ka-band network consists of four high-throughput
satellites, and there are plans to launch
eight more payloads to continue improving Global Express capacity and provide
coverage over the Arctic region. Added
payloads will enable Inmarsat to direct
ultra-high-power capacity on areas with
high-demand flight patterns and seasonal
surges. “Shaped beams will be able to
maximize capacity over customers where

they need it,” said Inmarsat senior v-p Kai
Tang. Inmarsat’s exhibit (Booth C8032)
includes a virtual-reality presentation on
the network’s digital evolution.
On Tuesday at NBAA-BACE, Honeywell (Booth N4302) invited journalists to
fly on the company’s Falcon 7X equipped
with JetWave to try out the Jet Connex
service. Thirteen people were on board
and most tested the satcom service with
multiple devices, including computers,
tablets, and smartphones.
I tested a FaceTime phone call,
streamed a Netflix movie, and used various messaging services, many simultaneously, as pilots Pam Mannon and
Rob Rettig flew over the Grand Canyon
at FL370. Jet Connex worked well and I
was able to accomplish my tasks without
interruption, although the FaceTime call
clearly put a load on the network. Typically, it’s not likely that this many people would use the network so hard at the
same time.
n
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specialists that a problem with Wi-Fi is
critical to the customer and is now a common AOG item.

Crew Positioning

Over the last three years, Constant Aviation’s AOG (aircraft on ground) support network has grown to now serve as many as 175 customers per
week. The business unit is completely autonomous from the based hangar maintenance personnel, reporting to a separate management team.

Constant Aviation’s AOG business unit
is now a nationwide industry presence
by Kerry Lynch
While Cleveland-based Constant Aviation (Booth C10617) expanded its reach
in the U.S. in recent years with additional facilities on both the East and
West coasts, the MRO provider at the
same time strengthened its nationwide
presence through a rapidly growing
AOG network that now spans 25 locations with 60 dedicated technicians.
Over the past four years, the AOG
mobile response team has grown into
one of the largest networks, if not the
largest, among the business aviation
MRO providers, said Paul Witt, Constant’s v-p of operations for AOG. Witt
joined Constant in late 2015 after seeing
the development of the AOG business
at Cessna Aircraft and Stevens Aviation.
“My long-term goal was always to have
a nationwide AOG business,” he said,
adding that president Stephen Maiden
gave him the green light to move forward on the vision. “We started out,
grew it, and it took off very quickly,”
Witt said. “Today, four years later, we’re
truly nationwide.”
With that growth, the business has followed. Witt estimates that the Constant
AOG network works between 150 and 175
AOG events a week. “Two, three years ago,
it was maybe half of that,” he said.
Part of that comes through a strategic
placement of AOG teams, he said, noting
the company pinpointed “high-profile”
areas where the teams could reach the
majority of customers within a reasonable timespan. He is satisfied with the
extensive reach and the placement of
the technicians’ shifts along with traffic
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patterns. Further, the company is contemplating the addition of another AOG
base in the Northeast.
But beyond location, Witt credits
the success of the network to several
approaches that he believes differentiates Constant’s AOG network from
many others. First, while backed by the

Paul Witt,
Constant’s v-p
of operations
for AOG

My technicians
don’t report
to the hangar; they
report to the AOG
division, and we
don’t have that pull
[from the hangars].
So I think that
absolutely makes us
different than other
third-party MROs
and different than
a lot of OEMs.”
October 24, 2 0 1 9
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resources of Constant, the network is
independent of the hangar staff. That
eliminates any resourcing decisions
that could come up when a hangar is
full and AOG events occur. “We’re
completely autonomous of the hangar,” Witt said. “My technicians don’t
report to the hangar; they report to
the AOG division, and we don’t have
that pull [from the hangars]. So I think
that absolutely makes us different than
other third-party MROs and different
than a lot of OEMs.”
Another differentiator among thirdparty providers, Witt said, is the MRO
built a dispatch center that operates
24/7. “You are always going to get a live
dispatcher…that works for Constant Aviation. It doesn’t go to some call center
somewhere. I think that was the catalyst
for making us what we are today.”
He further stressed the importance of
the dispatch team, particularly in ensuring the right resources are sent to an
event. Constant has amassed a fleet of
28 trucks stocked with tools and parts
that are frequently used. This puts one
at every base and additional trucks at the
busier locations.
In addition, though, the AOG network can tap into the company’s Constant Aviation Rotable Exchange (CARE)
parts support business. It also is backed
by the expertise of Constant’s product
specialists.
This is important given the range of
AOG requests and work from interior to
exterior repairs, inspections, and replacements. Witt agrees with other MRO

An important corner of its business
is special-event support. Constant
recently readied its own “pit crew” for
AOG events that may have occurred
during last month’s NASCAR South
Point 400 event in Las Vegas. The event
draws thousands of visitors and substantially increases business aviation traffic
at local airports. South Point was one
of a number of such high-profile events
that Constant Aviation’s AOG mobile
response operation supports around
the county, with others including
events such as the Kentucky Derby and
the Masters Tournament. The Masters
draws tenfold the traffic to local airports.
The company works with suppliers to
estimate traffic and potential needs to
best position its AOG teams and associated equipment, Witt said. “We have
technicians who are well adapted to those
types of events.” Dispatchers also ready
for these events.
A key part of the business is its large
fleet operators, whether fractional or
charter operations. That helps the company to strategize on the placement of
AOG teams and results in benefits for
other operators. “That puts you in a location to where [other] private customers
may have problems. You’re there and
they’re surprised that, ‘Hey, you’re in Bozeman, Montana, and that’s great,’” he said,
adding that without that steady business
from the larger operators, “you probably
couldn’t sustain” the locations.
Constant’s parent Directional Aviation also is the owner of fractional
ownership provider Flexjet, and while
Witt said “that is a great partnership,”
he emphasized, “We stand on our own.
Every division within Directional stands
on its own merit. So although we appreciate that relationship and we have a
great one with Flexjet, it’s our quality,
it’s our technicians, and it’s our ability
to respond rapidly that set us apart.”
While separate, the AOG and hangar sides do benefit from each other’s
business. “We’ll touch customers that
haven’t even heard about Constant Aviation or say, ‘I didn’t know you were in
Mesa [Arizona]’ or ‘Hey, I didn’t know
that you’d gone to Sanford [Florida].’
So it absolutely drives business into
the hangars,” he said. Constant has
added facilities in Mesa and Sanford in
recent years, bringing its fixed hangar
locations to five, including two in the
Cleveland area and Las Vegas.
The AOG network also provides relief
for some work that doesn’t have to be
done in the hangar. “It gives us the ability
to maybe do some of the smaller inspections on the road so [customers] don’t
have to move the aircraft.”
Constant will highlight the AOG network,
CARE, and its other services at its booth
(C10617) during this week’s convention. n
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Advanced Aircrew Academy
ties up with insurer USAIG
by Tom Ewing
Online aviation training company
Advanced Aircrew Academy has forged
an agreement with aviation insurer
USAIG (Booth C12749) to provide a training-needs assessment gap analysis and
additional training services. In addition,
the academy continues to expand its services and courses, adding a new training
module focusing on ramp safety and jet
blast and committing to making updates
to training modules on a weekly basis.
The agreement with USAIG establishes
Advanced Aircrew as a partner with the
insurer’s “Performance Vector” safety initiative, which offers a set of programs for
turbine aircraft operators who are policyholders. One important benefit includes
support to help underwrite the cost of
safety programs provided by USAIG partner companies, such as Advanced Aircrew
Academy (Booth N5810).
Because operators require regular and
updated training, Advanced Aircrew CEO
Dan Boedigheimer called these insurance
benefits “significant.”
Meanwhile, Advanced Aircrew’s new
ramp safety training module is directed
towards pilots, mechanics, and line service
crews. Its focus is on proper aircraft marshaling, as well as avoiding jet blast damage.
The genesis of the new module was
Advanced Aircrew’s awareness of increased
reports of jet blast incidents. Boedigheimer
said these incidents result when using
excessive engine power on the ramp,
ground support equipment is not secured,
or other aircraft are parked too close.
Though human safety is paramount, the
200-mile-per-hour blast can also damage
nearby ground equipment and airplanes.
Thus, Advanced Aircrew’s new eLearning module focuses on communication
between line service and crews and an
awareness of hazards and surroundings
while operating on the ramp. The module
includes reference documents that can be
downloaded for future review.
Finally, the academy is now providing
“timely” informational updates. According

to Boedigheimer, many training providers
update their modules only annually or
even less frequently. He said Advanced
Aircrew subject matter experts are updating its training modules every week.
As an example, Boedigheimer referenced that so far in 2019, there have been
more than 20 runway excursions involving business aircraft. Based on a review
of those incidents, the Advanced Aircrew
team has developed new case studies to
update pilots on hazards or situations
that can lead to a runway excursion.
Another set of updates is on winter
operations, with Boedigheimer noting that
October is the perfect time for reviewing
snow, ice, and cold weather flight operations. He cited two new FAA safety documents—a Safety Alerts for Operators and
Information for Operators alert—that
offer guidance on contaminated runway
operations and an updated list of cold
temperature restricted airports.
In addition to incorporating these
changes, Advanced Aircrew has developed
a new video with a case study of a crew
that departed with what appeared to be
raindrops on the wing, but was actually ice.
Another area for the company’s focus
on updates is for international procedures,
including strategic lateral offset procedures in the North Atlantic. Boedigheimer
said Advanced Aircrew is on top of the
FAA’s new mandates for updated training on North Atlantic contingency procedures. The academy also continuously
monitors similar training demands for
other global regions, he added.
“Training needs be timely. Training mitigates hazards—it makes the
whole sequence of flight safer,” said
Boedigheimer. And he pointed out that
the FAA requires training to be aligned
with the latest experiences and knowledge in the field: “Operators have to
show the FAA not just that they have a
training program but that their crews
are getting the latest training on safety
and operations.”
n

Advanced Aircrew Academy now updates its training modules weekly.
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MRO Insider adding AOG service to its app
Maintenance price quote platform provider
MRO Insider (Booth N2711) is adding new
aircraft on ground (AOG) service functionality to its mobile application for smartphones,
tablets, or desktop computers. Through the
app, users will be able to simplify the AOG
process by entering their aircraft’s location.
Service providers will then quickly respond
to them with their hourly rate, ETA to aircraft, and other information. This will be
presented along with any client reviews or
ratings and the facility’s repair authorization and drug program paperwork.
“Our team began developing the app
based on the feedback we’ve received
from owner/operators, as well as AOG
providers,” said co-founder Andy Nixon,

noting this will allow users to streamline searches for qualified maintenance
providers on just one platform. “With a
worldwide database, we had the ability to quickly build out our current AOG
search from our website.” He added
it will save aircraft operators time and
money by removing the need to pick up
the telephone or perform internet searches—“one ping and the AOG providers will
respond to them with a competitive rate.”
The function is expected to be operational early next year. At NBAA-BACE,
the company (Booth N2711) will be offering showgoers a sneak-peek preview of
the AOG service request features and
how it works.
C.E.

Magellan Jets to launch mobile app
U.S. Northeast-centric jet card provider
Magellan Jets is currently beta testing a
new customer service app that it plans to
roll out in next year’s first quarter. While
fully capable of seamlessly booking
flights on mobile devices, president and
co-founder Anthony Tivnan told AIN the
as-yet unnamed app aims to simplify interactions with customer service representatives in making the detailed arrangements
by telephone that many of its clients prefer,
rather than automate the process.
The iOS- and Android-compatible app
is being developed by internal IT staffers
and two outside companies. One vendor
is handling the in-house side of the interface, which is now in beta testing. Another

vendor is developing the customer side,
with testing of that portion to start next
month with about 10 customers who
signed up for the beta trial.
Speaking in New York City during a
September reception to promote the company’s Elevate membership program that
was introduced in May, Tivnan attributed
the downfall of some brokers’ B2C mobile
platform ambitions on the lack of adequate back-end interfaces.
The Boston-based charter broker offers
access to light through large-cabin business aircraft. Its Elevate membership
features include fixed hourly rates; no
blackout, peak days, or interchange fees;
and access to Sikorsky helicopters. J.W.

Wheels Up acquiring assets
of tech firm Avianis Systems
by Jerry Siebenmark
Wheels Up (Booth C12749) has entered
into a definitive agreement to acquire
some of the assets of flight management
systems provider Avianis Systems. The
move is expected to accelerate development of the private aviation membership
company’s next-generation digital services, including its charter marketplace.
Specifically, Wheels Up is creating technology to help private aircraft operators
move their business to a streamlined, digital platform that will offer post-booking
automation; calculate real-time pricing,
feasibility, and availability; and create
new revenue streams through access to
additional demand for flights.
The acquisition also will enable
Wheels Up to move faster in developing

a charter marketplace that aims to connect a real-time supply of verified aircraft
that are safety vetted with its more than
6,000 members, who will benefit from
the access to additional lift and competitive pricing.
“The talented team at Avianis will be
a formidable addition to our expanding
organization as we build out the most
advanced digital platform in private
aviation,” Wheels Up chief information
officer and executive v-p for digital Dan
Crowe said. “Avianis will further help us
tech-enable operators in the running of
their businesses.”
The deal, financial terms of which were
not disclosed, was expected to close by
the end of last month. 
n

IT’S MORE THAN A REFURBISHMENT.
IT IS UNLIKE ANYTHING IN THE AIR.
When your plane is the tangible result of a lifetime of accomplishment, you want something different. From premium fabrics and exotic
woods, to elegant lighting and cutting edge entertainment concepts, we create that unmistakable Wow Factor. Whatever your
budget and vision, look to Stevens. We execute the smallest details so you can relax and enjoy every moment.

Stop by our booth C-8308!
www.stevensaerospace.com | 1-800-359-7838 | Greenville SC | Macon GA | Nashville TN | Dayton OH

stevens aerospace and
defense systems

AirFleet Capital looking to extend its reach
by Jerry Siebenmark
About 25 years ago, Steve Smestad was
reflecting on his career and what he wanted
to do in the future. The corporate world, he
decided, wasn’t for him. At the same time,
he wanted to buy an airplane and to be able

to justify the purchase for tax purposes.
It was the genesis of AirFleet Capital
(Booth C10498), a general aviation aircraft
financing company that since its founding in 1994 has financed more than 7,000

aircraft purchases totaling $3.4 billion.
“I wanted to get into a business in areas
that I loved, which was aviation and financing, and have an aircraft that I could write off,”
Smestad, AirFleet Capital president, told

DELIVERING YOUR DREAMS
AMAC Aerospace is a world leader in Maintenance and
Completion services for both narrow and wide-body
VIP aircraft. Our bespoke handling of VIP maintenance
projects is world-renowned and our ‘Return to Service’
are world class for completions.

AMAC’s hangars are fully equipped with the latest
technologically advanced equipment and manned by
certified personnel. We offer a full spectrum of maintenance services and welcome the opportunity to
serve you in any capacity.
www.amacaerospace.com
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Steve
Smestad,
AirFleet
Capital
president
AIN. “Those [were] the motivators.”
A licensed pilot with an instrument rating, Smestad grew up as
the son of a pilot. His summers
in Montana consisted of weekend
trips in his father’s airplane to
different lakes around the state.
“Those were my summers growing
up, so obviously I had a deep love
affair with aviation,” he explained.
Before starting AirFleet, Smestad
worked for a couple of manufacturers to the regional airline industry.
“When you’re talking about that kind
of equipment, the passion goes out
of aviation” Smestad added. “And
so when I was deciding what to do
before I started AirFleet, I realized I
wanted to be in aviation, but it was
general aviation I liked the most.
I had a great time doing the commercial side, but after several years,
there’s not the passion that you
have in general aviation.”
AirFleet underwrites and closes
new and used aircraft purchases
and sources the capital, mostly from
banks. In some cases, he said, AirFleet will service the loans. It focuses
primarily on financing fixed-wing
airplane types between single-engine
pistons and light jets up to the size
of a Cessna Citation CJ4; as well as
light rotorcraft for the owner-flown
market. “The vast majority of our
customers are sitting in the left seat,”
Smestad said. “We’re 100 percent
devoted to this sector.” The company
has 15 employees and operates offices
near the East and West coasts.
It emerged from the 2008 financial crisis as one of “just a handful
left” of general aviation finance
companies, and “over the last several years [business has] gotten
stronger,” he added. In 2018, AirFleet was second in the market in
the number of turboprops and light
jets financed. “That’s not something
we necessarily actively pursue,”
Smestad said. “We certainly like it,
and we certainly want to do it.”
Currently, the market for financing aircraft purchases is strong. Rates
are as low as they’ve ever been, he
said, and lenders are hungry. “We’re
looking for a stronger second half
[of 2019] than the first half,” he said,
“because we do see it building.”
Smestad also said he hopes to
expand globally and be able to serve
customers in Canada within the
year, followed by Europe. 
n

Exquisite

Aircraft Interiors
by Signature TECHNICAir

Take the guesswork out of your
aircraft interior project.
At Signature TECHNICAir, we know your plane
is more than just transportation. We care about
your brand, your lifestyle, and your vision.

Customization
Our seasoned interior craftsmen include experts
in woodworking, upholstery, and electronics.
Consultation
Get our professional help to visualize the interior
that compliments you at our design studio, where
we can help pick materials and styles to fit your
individual taste.
Technology
Build the cabin of the future with a variety of
technology upgrades, including electronic window
shades, in-seat cabin entertainment and lighting
controls, and inflight internet.

Visit us at NBAA Booth N6110
to discuss your interior options.
TECHNICAir.com

Schedaero to roll out flight
crew app at NBAA-BACE
by Ian Sheppard
Sweden’s Schedaero, a subsidiary of charter booking engine provider Avinode, has
made a new iOS app available to all Schedaero following “extensive beta testing
and successful integrations with selected
members.” The app helps users to streamline flight operations—from accepting new
missions and checking crew and passenger
information to completing flight and duty
logging, while also including information
on airports and FBOs.
Johan Sjöberg, executive vice president
of Schedaero, said the company will showcase the app during its official launch at

Johan Sjöberg,
executive vice
president of
Schedaero

NBAA-BACE. He told AIN it has been very
well received by the 300 or so pilots who
have beta-tested it, leading to release of the
first version in the run-up to the industry’s
largest gathering in Las Vegas. The company
had no plans to release an Android version
as “most pilots are happy with iOS.”
He said the latest feature is flight logging,
noting that more features will be added “in
the coming months,” including duty logging
and expense reporting. “Both of these will
be added by the end of the year,” Sjöberg
added. In fact, he revealed Schedaero had
already “done more than 430 releases
already…we do continuous development”
in what he describes as a “very sophisticated
development process.” Many of the changes
have been the result of pilot feedback.
The app represents the next step in the
digital transformation of flight operations
in business aviation, according to the
company. For example, Sjöberg said flight
logs need entering only once and then this
information immediately allows the system to update aircraft records, enabling

any notifications to be returned. Use of “straight away”—something that surthe app is part of a Schedaero subscrip- prised Schedaero. However, the operators
tion and many operators have a company could see the advantages immediately and
license based on the number of aircraft in particularly liked the push notifications.
their fleet, he said. A total of around 3,000 “People are always surprised it does so
pilots have access to the app through their much,” he said, suggesting “everyone at
company subscriptions.
NBAA should come by our stand to see,
Sjöberg pointed out that Schedaero
as so much has changed in Schedaero,” in
goes beyond use by business aviation into
addition to the new app.
airlines and air-taxi operators, as well as
Larger operators are showing interest in
larger flight schools. This is beyond the
the API capabilities and some have already
charter database of its parent company, integrated it into their own systems. HowAvinode, which alone has 800 or more ever, he stressed that the app is not a
operators—and “up in the thousands” of flight planning tool and will not become
operators worldwide, potentially.
one, though through its API others can
He said it was “cool to see” operators incorporate Schedaero with flight planadopting the app in their operations ning tools in their own systems.
n

Piaggio taps Traxxall for Avanti tracking
Piaggio Aerospace has named maintenance management provider Traxxall an
approved maintenance tracking provider.
As part of the approval, all new factory-
delivered Piaggio Avanti Evo turboprop
twins will include Traxxall’s maintenance
tracking as an optional service.
“This partnership will permit us to provide enhanced service to our existing

Piaggio-Aerospace-operator clients, and
the opportunity to support new and existing Avanti operators,” said Traxxall president Mark Steinbeck.
The company has been a tracking provider for in-service Piaggios. Users of Traxxall’s tracking service benefit from increased
operational efficiencies, downtime reductions, and protected resale values.
J.S.

INDUSTRY THOUGHT LEADERS

MAKING THE
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Through years of experience and competence, leading
to successful outcomes for our clients, our sales team
leverages their knowledge along with industry leading
contacts to affect your transaction in the smoothest
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Thales seeks first bizav STC
for its wearable TopMax HUD
by Matt Thurber
The Thales TopMax wearable head-up combined vision system, with EVS and
display (HUD) will see its first busi- SVS imagery combined.
ness jet application with certification
A key benefit of the TopMax HUD is
planned for the Bombardier Challenger that it is much simpler to install, because
350. StandardAero will engineer the sup- the wearable portion is not permanently
plemental type certificate (STC) for the installed, and TopMax connects to existChallenger 350, which is expected to be ing avionics. The system includes a conapproved by the end of 2020, followed
trol panel and interface display processor,
by the Challenger 300 and 605/650 and plus special stickers that are installed on
then other airframes.
the flight deck ceiling to map the HUD
The TopMax HUD is a lightweight and the position of the pilot’s head. An
head-mounted device that can fit over infrared sensor on the TopMax headgear,
either eye, depending on which one is which contains inertial sensors, detects
dominant, and unlike other HUDs it the stickers and thus orientation of the
can display full-color imagery. Because pilot’s head.
it is wearable, the pilot can view synBecause its footprint is so small, Topthetic vision system (SVS), terrain, Max can fit into very light jets and sinobstacles, and other imagery with a gle-engine turboprops, as well as large
360-degree and essentially unlimited jets. Total system weight is about eight
field-of-regard. With a traditional fixed pounds and price will be about half that
HUD, the pilot must be positioned pre- of traditional HUDs. Installation time
cisely in the eyebox to look through should be three to five days.
the combiner glass, and HUD imagery
“You don’t have to adjust your body
is only viewable within the fixed field- to the system like a conventional HUD,”
of-view in front of the HUD.
said Thales test pilot Frederic Scarfone.
Pilots flying with TopMax can view “With a traditional HUD, you move your
imagery by looking in any direction, as eyes, but with the TopMax you move
well as up and down. This can be helpful your head.”
when needing to view a SVS runway cenI tested the TopMax HUD at the Thales
terline that isn’t in front of the aircraft exhibit (Booth C13239) on a simulated
but is, for example, well to the right or approach to Chambéry-Savoie Airport
left of an airplane on a downwind leg in France, an ideal location for night
to the runway. In this case, the pilot approaches at an airport surrounded by
can turn his or her head to the side to
mountains. Once set up on my dominant
see the SVS runway centerline in the right eye, the headgear felt completely
TopMax display to maintain situational unobtrusive and I wasn’t aware of its
awareness. TopMax can also display well-balanced 1.1 pound weight. The SVS
enhanced vision system (EVS) imag- imagery of the mountains surroundery and thus be used to facilitate lower ing Chambery was depicted in a yellowtakeoff and landing minimums. Ulti- orange color that made them stand out
mately, TopMax will be able to deliver a prominently.

AIN editor in chief Matt Thurber tries his hand at flying a simulator using Thales’ TopMax
wearable head-up display at the company’s booth.
I could see the EVS imagery when
looking straight ahead along the axis of
the airplane because the EVS sensor only
looks forward. When I turned my head, I
could see the SVS-depicted mountains in
any direction, as well as ADS-B In traffic.
Moving my head up slightly, I could
see the flight mode annunciator scorecard indicating the state of flight director and autopilot modes. If I moved my

CAE announces C$50 million in flight-training contracts
Expanding its training capabilities and
network for business aviation, CAE (Booth
C9608) announced the signing of business
aviation training contracts with five operators worldwide worth approximately C$50
million. The mix of new contracts and
extensions of current training agreements
represent pilot training in platforms ranging from light to large-cabin business jets
to transport-category aircraft.
“Over the next 10 years, our industry will
need more than 50,000 new business jet
pilots,” said Nick Leontidis, CAE group
president civil aviation training solutions.
“This soaring demand requires fleet operators and training providers like CAE to
work more closely together to accelerate
the deployment of new training solutions.

These partnerships are testament to the
value that we bring to business jet operators worldwide.”
Vulcan Flight Management, a Part 91
corporate flight department, signed a new
four-year contract for pilot training in the
Gulfstream 650 and Bombardier Global
Express. JetSuite and its sister company
JSX renewed pilot training contracts for six
years in the Embraer Phenom 300, Phenom 100, and Legacy ERJ-145 platforms.
Silver Air, Solairus Aviation, and TAG Aviation Holdings also extended their pilot
training agreements for three to four years
on a variety of aircraft.
CAE also announced this week at NBAABACE that it is adding two new devices to
its Dallas training center. The first is a CAE

500XK series flight training device for the
Bombardier Learjet 75 that will feature the
advanced Bombardier Vision flight deck,
Garmin G5000 avionics upgrade, and
dual-screen electronic flight display. The
second, to be launched next year, is an
additional CAE 7000XR full-flight simulator (FFS) for the Embraer Phenom 100/300
equipped with the Garmin Prodigy Touch
Avionics system.
As part of its authorized training provider agreement with Bombardier, CAE
will also launch its third Global 7500 FFS
in 2021. Currently, CAE offers Global 7500
training at CAE Montreal and Dallas centers; the location of the third Global 7500
FFS has not been finalized but will be outside of North America.
K.R.
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head down, the partial HSI on the bottom
bloomed into a full 360-deg HSI.
The TopMax also has all the regular HUD symbology such as flight path
marker, flight director cue, energy caret,
airspeed, altitude, radar altitude, glideslope, localizer, and so on. The airspeed
and altitude are depicted in white, while
the other symbology is green.
After a few minutes of wearing the
TopMax, I felt like it wouldn’t take long
to get used to flying with it. For pilots who
eschew using a HUD because they don’t
have extensive backgrounds flying with it,
TopMax is comfortable enough to make
flying with it full-time much more likely,
bringing the safety benefits of HUD to
more pilots and aircraft.
More than 200 pilots have tested TopMax in a simulator or in Thales’s Cessna
406 turboprop twin. “There is always a
little pushback in the sense of putting
something on their head, which they’re
not used to,” said Yanik Doyon, TopMax
director of sales and marketing. “But they
realize it’s not intrusive and is comfortable. Once they try it, they really understand the
what
a traditional
YO U Rvalue
S O U Rbeyond
C E F O R AV
I AT I O N
NEWS
HUD can bring.”
n
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Hot-Stop adds new
vessel for today’s
larger PEDs

DAVID McINTOSH

Daher has
equipped the
latest in its
TBM family, the
940, with both
autothrottle
and automatic
ice detection
systems.

Daher’s TBM 940 earns FAA certification
by Kerry Lynch
Daher’s newest member of the TBM
single-turboprop family, the 940, now
has U.S. FAA validation. The nod follows
EASA certification last spring and comes
nearly seven months after the French airframer unveiled the model at the TBM
Owners and Pilots Association Safety
Seminar in Pompano Beach, Florida.
Succeeding the TBM 930 on the production line, the $4.13 million TBM 940
is equipped with Garmin G3000 avionics,
an intuitive single smart engine gauge,

and a Daher/Garmin autothrottle, the first
single-engine turboprop weighing less
than 12,500 introduced with that feature
on the production line.
Additionally, the TBM 940 has new functionality through its Garmin GWX 70 radar,
including turbulence detection, and along
with its sibling TBM 910, comes with a new
automatic icing-detection system.
The TBM 940’s cabin also received a
refresh with redesigned seats, additional
thermal insulation in the cabin sidewalls,

StandardAero sees bumper
year for MRO services
StandardAero (Booth C8331) is poised to
double its business this year, reaching $4
billion in revenue, Marc Drobny, president of the company’s Business Aviation
group, said Monday at NBAA-BACE 2019.
“Our biggest news of 2019 was our acquisition by Carlyle Group [completed in
April], which makes us part of the world’s
largest private-equity ownership group,
and that’s the next catalyst for growth,”
said Drobny. “We had just achieved a doubling of the company and we’re on track
to double the company yet again. We’ll
probably see $4 billion in revenue this
year. There are not many privately-held
aerospace companies that hit a $4 billion
revenue target for the year.”
Operating 40 facilities globally with
around 7,000 employees, StandardAero
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now StandardAero’s European headquarters and the sole location for performing
heavy maintenance on the Honeywell
TFE731 turbofan engine in Europe.
“We completed the first TFE731 inspection [at the Fleetlands facility] within
four months of starting up in Europe,”
said Drobny. “Our 20,000th overhaul of
provides MRO services on a variety of the TFE731 was also done at Fleetlands.
engines, airframes, and avionics. In 2018, There are 12,000 TFE731 engines still flythe Scottsdale, Arizona-based company ing, so it’s a very important piece of our
completed the acquisition of Vector Aero- portfolio.”
space, which is based in Gosport, UK, a
Drobny also cited other StandardAero
100-building facility south of London that overhaul milestones including the 1,500th
previously served as the Fleetlands Royal PT6 engine overhaul conducted at its
Navy Air Yard. The Fleetlands facility is Gonese, France facility; and more than
400 heavy overhauls of the Honeywell
HTF7000 engine. As the only Honeywell-authorized facility for heavy overhaul
on the HTF7000 and its variants, StandardAero added four rental engines at its
Marc Drobny,
Augusta, Georgia facility in 2019, bringing
the bank of HTF7000 rental engines to 13.
president of
StandardAero’s “Its a rare moment when not all of those
rental engines are busy flying on customer
Business
platforms while we have their engines in
Aviation unit.
the shop,” said Drobny.

MARIANO ROSALES

by Kim Rosenlof

a central shelf with side storage, an additional 115-volt electric outlet, and a total
of six passenger and three pilot ports.
Deliveries began in June with the first
nine shipped in that month, according
to the General Aviation Manufacturers
Association. But underscoring the importance of U.S. approval, Nicolas Chabbert,
senior v-p of the OEM’s airplane business
unit, said during EBACE that the majority of orders to that point had come from
customers in North America.
n
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Baker Aviation, distributor for Hot-Stop
L fire-containment kits, announced
a new 14-inch by 10-inch vessel this
week at NBAA-BACE. “We realized
many of our customers carry larger,
more powerful waterproof phones
with cases,” said Ray Goyco, CEO of
Baker Aviation Services Group (Booth
C11246).
The new vessel meets Code of Federal Regulations 14 CFR 1.1 criteria, as
do all Hot-Stop L products. Hot-Stop’s
newest product is lightweight, easy
to store on board, and doesn’t need
aqueous fluids, though it allows operators to use water if they so choose
to follow FAA SAFO guidance. All
new phone vessels have an electromagnetic frequency shielding Faraday cage, which can be retrofitted to
other Hot-Stop L products. Burn-certified 14-inch safety gloves can be purchased separately.
Hot-Stop L products are manufactured by Industrial Energy Products of
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania.
M.P.

Meanwhile, StandardAero recently
signed a services agreement extending
its long-standing relationship with Carolina Aviation Technical Services (C.A.T.S.),
a Part 145 repair station in Statesville,
North Carolina, to provide MRO support for Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A,
PW100, and JT15D engines. “These agreements with multiple repair stations allow
us to extend our reach to service customers,” said Drobny. “When customers go
into someone else’s facility and say they
need service on a PT6, we’re just a phone
call away.”
In addition to engine overhaul milestones, Drobny cited a number of airframe
overhaul milestones, including more than
10,000 Dassault Falcon, 7,300 Bombardier,
4,000 Hawker, and 1,000 Gulfstream airframe events since Jan. 1, 2000.
“We recently completed a 192-month
inspection on a Gulfstream IV that was
dismantled down to the studs and put
back together again,” said Drobny. “When
the airplane flew on its first test flight,
there were zero squawks. We are really
proud of that event.”
n
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Urban air mobility is one of the hot topics at NBAA-BACE 2019, and aerospace giant Safran is collaborating with ridesharing company Uber to
explore how an eVTOL cabin might look and accommodate passengers. This mockup includes 30G helicopter seats, leather upholstery, and more.

Safran, Uber collaborate on eVTOL cabin
by Mark Huber
Safran and Uber are displaying a cabin
mockup of an urban air taxi concept
vehicle this week at NBAA-BACE (Booth
N1816). Safran and Uber collaborated on
the mockup to provide guidance to companies proposing entrants into the emerging
eVTOL/urban air mobility/air taxi market.
The mockup was completed by Safran’s
cabin products division’s advanced design

studio in Huntington Beach, California,
(formerly Zodiac) using off-the-shelf interior components in the four-passenger,
and optional pilot layout.
“Safran has no interest in doing a vehicle,” said Thomas Lee, Safran v-p of innovation trends. “This is a co-creation effort
with Uber to develop a common look
and feel industrial design and passenger

Children’s air ambulance charity formed
Children’s air ambulance charity Wings of
Humanity (Both C13426) announced its
formation this week at NBAA-BACE 2019.
The Scottsdale, Arizona-based 501(c)3
tax-exempt charitable organization said
its mission would be to provide free/lowcost air medical transportation to children
needing specialized medical care unavailable in their home markets, as well as
transportation for their family members.
“There are many children’s hospitals
ready to accept children in need, but
transportation is often not available at
no cost to the child and his family,” said
Michael Long, the charity’s founder and
director of aviation.
Wings plans to use funds to acquire
specially equipped Learjet and Cessna
Citation air ambulances. Flights will be
operated by Peak Medevac International
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of Denver, a Part 135 operator. In addition
to patient transport, the charity also said
it would use aircraft for the transport of
transplant organs and specialized surgical
teams. The charity is initially affiliated with
Phoenix Children’s Hospital, Arizona Mayo
Clinic Children’s Center, Children’s Hospital of Orange County, St. Joseph Barrows
Neurological Institute, and Sanford Children’s Hospitals.
The charity said it will accept contributions from individuals, corporations, and
charitable trusts as well as the donation
of older and/or out-of-service aircraft for
resale or part out. The charity is receiving guidance from the Arizona law firm of
Burch and Cracchiolo and accounting services from Semple, Marchal, and Cooper. It
pledged to devote at least 80 percent of
its budget to medical flights.
M.H.
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experience. Regardless of what the vehicle looks like and how it operates, the passengers would have the same feel getting
in the vehicles. If everyone cooperated
and agreed to do that, then you get some
economies of scale to bring the production rates up and the costs down, so the
whole industry benefits.”
“We embarked on this competitive
design challenge to imagine from the
inside out what is fundamentally correct
for the passenger experience for aerial
ridesharing,” said John Badalamenti,
Uber Elevate head of design for advanced
programs. “This mockup embodies
everything we want to come out of the
passenger experience and operations at
a skyport.”
Key features of the mockup include
being able to control/limit passenger
entry and egress to one side of the vehicle—either left or right, similar to a subway car. The two-passenger wide seating
configurations enable quick loading.
The highly-functional but spartan cabin
is devoid of armrests, passenger video
screens, and other distractions, reflecting the relatively short flight durations of
five to 20 minutes. “This is designed to
inspire the industry,” Badalamenti said.
“The amount of detail that was put into
this is remarkable, not only in terms of
keeping the customer first, but recognizing the constraints of air travel.”
Lee said the time from concept to delivery of the mockup was a brisk six months.

a i n o n l i n e .c o m

“This is a minimum viable cabin.” He said
other features could be added to a production model.
The entire air-conditioned cabin is
furnished with certified aircraft components including 30G helicopter passenger
seats with integral, three- or four-point
harnesses. The seats are covered in highgrade aircraft-quality ultra-leather that
enables passengers to quickly slide in
and out of them and are canted outboard
ten degrees, as opposed to facing straight
ahead, to provide greater personal space,
increased head impact distances from the
cabin sidewall, and more legroom. Lee
said Safran intends to develop a new seat
specifically for the eVTOL market and
that seat design and certification requirements will be unique to these vehicles and
their price points.
Other parts of the interior also reflect
the need to keep things simple. “The
door is exposed structure, painted black.
The high-touch areas are cushioned surfaces, but to do it over the entire door
would increase cost and weight,” Badalamenti said. The cabin’s large, swingout “suicide doors” are reminiscent of
a 1960’s model Lincoln Continental
luxury automobile, with the oversized
rear door opening backwards to provide
instant access for the passengers and to
their luggage in a small compartment
aft the rearmost two seats. The multifunctional luggage area has room for
four standard carry-on rollerboard bags,
plus backpacks and purses on a shelf
above. The shelf can be folded down
for oversized items such a golf clubs,
guitars, and skis.
The large door window allows ground
personnel to monitor passenger entry/
egress while attaching to one of two
ChargePoint quick-charge battery ports
to the rear of the all-electric vehicle. The
goal is to charge batteries up to 30 percent within eight minutes, Badalamenti
said. “It’s all about battery management.
You start the day with a full charge, you
drain it down to 60 percent, and then
you recharge to 30. You continue that
sawtooth model throughout the morning, then charge back up to 100 percent
in the afternoon, repeat the sawtooth
model, and then charge back up to 100
percent overnight.”
He estimated that a full charge would
yield a range of 60 statute miles at speeds
up to 150 mph. The cabin mockup is envisioned for a vehicle that is a conventional
winged aircraft design powered by a fullyelectric system with ten electric motors,
dedicated lifting props that retract during
cruise flight, and larger wingtip motors
and props. Badalamenti said that pure
quadcopter and other rotor designs could
not attain the speed and range of those
that a fixed-wing aircraft could.
n
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Hadid expands its Americas businesses
by Peter Shaw-Smith

Beyond the Americas

In recent years operations into Africa
have been a major topic for the company. Africa “is such a large continent, with diverse languages, cultures,
business-c ommunication norms, and
regulations. There are so many different
factors to take into consideration, and
the aviation community always wants
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to know how to operate in Africa to the
best level.”
Hadid has enjoyed a strong presence
[across Africa for decades. “We have an
in-depth understanding of the requirements, opportunities, and challenges,”
he said. “We also have a strong network
of locally-based supervisors—with more
to come—in Africa. Recently, we added
new supervisor locations in Burkina Faso
and Namibia.”
In noting a new scheduled Newark-Cape
Town route from a U.S. airline, to run initially from December 2019 through March
2020, he said U.S. presence in Africa was
set to grow. “United Airlines is resuming

operations to South Africa in December,
having discontinued them years ago. I am
seeing more investment in FBOs in Africa
and an overall improvement in facilities.”
Hadid has also opened a new office at
Paris Le Bourget Airport. “This is one of
the busiest general aviation airports in
Europe,” Schalla said. “We also opened
an office in Shanghai earlier this year,
which is in response to growing demand
in China. We are definitely seeing some
positive growth in emerging markets.
We have additional supervisory teams
at multiple locations globally and I am
positive about our international business outlook.”

Alnaqbi bullish on Middle
East handler prospects
Middle East-based companies continue
to make inroads in the U.S. market, but
more on the handling side than in charter, the region’s leading business aviation
advocate said on the eve of the NBAABACE show.
“The market for handling and FBO is a
bigger opportunity than the AOC [charter] market,” Ali Alnaqbi, founding and
executive chairman of the Middle East
Business Aviation Association (MEBAA),
told AIN. “In the U.S., AOC operators
constitute a very big market. Middle East
companies have tried to enter that market, but it didn’t really work.
“Handling has been a success [in the
U.S.] for these companies. Of course, Jet
Aviation is everywhere, as is ExecuJet, and
so on. But companies headquartered here
[in the Middle East] are focusing on the
U.S. market. We’ve seen growth in the
FBO direction, but not very much progress on charter.”

Ali Alnaqbi,
founding and
executive
chairman of
the Middle
East Business
Aviation
Association
(MEBAA)

DAVID McINTOSH

Dubai-based trip support specialist and
FBO operator Hadid International Services has opened a new office in Florida
and is exploring opportunities in Canada
to extend its reach in the Americas.
“Hadid is on track to achieve its target,
in terms of new client acquisition, in 2019.
It’s encouraging that we are seeing more
diversification in our clientele across the
U.S. and North America,” Cade Schalla,
Hadid’s U.S. business development manager, told AIN.
Hadid (Booth 6030) opened a Florida office at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood
Internationa Airport, seen as a major
business and commercial aviation hub,
earlier this year. “It was important for us
to localize our services and connect more
closely with our customers,” he said. “At
the moment, we are looking at increasing
headcount by hiring new talent in operational and sales functions. We are preparing for anticipated growth in 2020.
“While I still work out of Houston, I
have been collaborating closely with the
team in Florida to further explore opportunities in South America. Attending
LABACE in August gave me insight into
ways Hadid could further expand in the
South and Central Americas.”
Canada is another focus in the Americas. Hadid is pursuing business aviation
opportunities in the Calgary, Toronto,
and Ottawa areas, in FBO management,
fuel, and trip support.
“We are optimistic that the Canadian
bizav market is again ready for growth,”
he said. “Working closely with the Canadian Business Aviation Association
(CBAA), we see a lot of opportunities for
developing business and strengthening
our position there. We see opportunities
in the Calgary area. Toronto is probably
the main hub for bizav in Canada, with
Part 135 operators offering charter and
private flights. There are also a number
of Part 91 operations.”
Asked if he had seen evidence of management consolidation in his territories,
he said: “It is clear some owners are
trending that way. I do see evidence of
private-flight departments moving toward
longer-range aircraft. This makes me
believe, for shorter trips, they might look
for partners to work with. Consolidation
has its benefits in terms of aggregation of
resources. Whilst it can be a difficult process, companies are looking at consolidation in the quest for economies of scale.”

Alnaqbi has seen movement on sales
of preowned aircraft from the Middle
East into the U.S., due to the Trump
administration’s introduction of bonus
depreciation for aircraft operators in
2017. “The General Aviation Manufacturers’ Association recently issued
statistics showing the trend for preowned aircraft moving from here to
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the U.S. I would say that in our market,
in the Middle East and North Africa
[MENA], preowned activity continues
at a healthy percentage, along with new
aircraft sales.”
Alnaqbi is keen to represent MEBAA
(Booth N3012) at NBAA. “We continue to attend the NBAA Convention
and promote MEBAA. We have a lot of
potential meetings, where new companies [could] join us. Some of them want
to learn about our market, or to find out
more about the security situation. Others want to understand the potential, or
to locate a partner to do business.
“We would like to be viewed as giving
advice to the potential investor who wants
to come [to the MENA region], whether
to open a branch, launch operations, or
even test the market. Sometimes, companies want to base a foreign-registered aircraft here, and [understand] the relevant
rules and regulations. The Middle East is
a promising region and everyone wants to
have questions answered.”

Customer Service Focus

Alnaqbi asserts that the growing international presence of Middle East-based
companies in the U.S. has helped to
transform business aviation hospitality. “I think we [in the Middle East] have
transformed services, from the ‘[typical]
branding’ to more of a focus on customer
service. We’ve seen this happening with
many companies here, a trend of: ‘Yes,
you are doing business, but why can’t you
do it with more comfort, luxury, and a [bit
more panache]?’
“We’ve seen this trend happening with
[Dubai-based companies] Jetex Flight
Support, Hadid International Services,
and UAS International Trip Support.
Business aviation is a mature industry

Cade Schalla,
Hadid’s U.S.
business
development
manager
Schalla said Hadid’s Middle Easthoned business model would help it
continue to make inroads in several markets. “We are able to provide an advantage based on our experience, expertise,
and quality, as well as competitive rates.
Whilst so many businesses don’t make
it to their fourth year, Hadid has been
around for nearly 40.”
n

that has repetitively focussed on charter,
handling, and fuel for the past 50 or 60
years, with small, incremental improvements on the fundamentals. I think it’s
about time to focus on customer service,
rather than just on generating sales. It
doesn’t do any harm. If you can afford to
provide a luxury service, why not? It’s all
about service.”
He said that, in addition to serving
well-heeled clientele, Middle East operators also helped humanitarian causes.
“We will do everything to satisfy our
customers. I am for change. Business
aviation is not all about luxury, but it’s
part of it. I am not only going to fly on
a scheduled carrier because they are [a
big-name] airline, but because of the
service I am going to get. How much am
I going to pay? Is it value for money if I
am sitting in a seat for 14 hours? Comfort,
seat, and service are important.”
Fresh from an International Business
Aviation Council (IBAC) boarding meeting in Brussels in late September, Alnaqbi
confirmed to AIN that he would take over
as chair of IBAC next year. “I am a board
member and the vice-chair of IBAC as we
speak now,” he said. “And, come January 1,
2020, I’ll be the chair. According to IBAC
bylaws, I will serve in that position for
three years.”
IBAC’s certification programs for
operators (IS-BAO), and handlers
(IS-BAH) are helping to drive industry
quality. “We have introduced standards
for operators and handlers. We are developing new standards for other services as
well, including aircraft brokerage. Today,
IBAC is an observer at the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). I
would like to see a permanent position at
ICAO for IBAC, [not just as] an observer,
but also as a decision-maker.”P.S-S.
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Traffic surges at Malpensa
as Linate Airport shuts down
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Officials at Milan, Italy-based FBO operator SEA Prime are claiming a tripling of
movements since July at Malpensa Prime,
the company’s facility at Milan’s main
international airport, due to the threemonth closure for refurbishment of the
runway at Linate Airport.
In 2018, SEA Prime saw around 22,000
movements at Linate Prime and 5,000 at
Malpensa Prime, CEO Chiara Dorigotti,
told AIN at the MEBAA Show Morocco
for business aviation in Marrakech.
Although Malpensa houses the bigger
facility, Linate is more convenient for VIP
travelers to the city of Milan.

is even
smarter.

Chiara Dorigotti
Malpensa
Prime CEO

Our customers
are quite
happy to see the new
terminal, the new
service, and the
capability of Malpensa
Airport.”
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“In the two months since we opened
at Malpensa, we are up 200 percent on
last year, due to the closure of Linate and
key events like the Italian Grand Prix and
Milan Fashion Week, which took place
at the beginning of September,” she said.
“[On September 23], Milan also hosted
the Fédération Internationale de Football
Association (FIFA) Awards.”
Milan handles around 40 percent of the
movements in the Italian market and is
also the world’s 15th most visited city for
international tourists. International travelers from the Gulf and Asia can charter
business jets from Malpensa for onward
travel throughout Europe or skiing trips.
“Lake Como, which is very close to Malpensa Prime, has been very popular lately,
especially for American tourists,” she said.
“This year, we have [had on average]
around 45 business jets parking overnight every night in Linate and Malpensa.
We want to enlarge the scope of services
offered to visiting aircraft, so that Milan
becomes a destination, not only because
there are nice things to do and important
attractions, but also because you have service dedicated to business aviation here.”

10/2/19 8:23 AM
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Linate Airport, which is seven miles
(11 kilometers) east of Downtown Milan,
closed on July 27 for the refurbishment
and will reopen on October 27. “This
allowed us to present the new facility
at Malpensa Prime to all our customers
coming to Milan because of course all aircraft have to go to Malpensa during the
closure of Linate,” she said. “We opened
the new terminal on July 15, so we were
just in time for the closure of Linate.
“Our customers are quite happy to see
the new terminal, the new service, and the
capability of Malpensa Airport, which is
an intercontinental airport with two runways, operating on a 24/7 basis.”
At Malpensa Prime, located 30 miles
from the city center, SEA Prime has a
5,000-square-meter (54,000-square-foot)
hangar, a 1,400-square-meter terminal on
one level with five lounges, a common area,
dedicated security, and a dedicated apron of
70,000 square meters.
“All of the ingredients are there,” she
said. “Our customers didn’t face much
disruption because they had high-level
service in Malpensa Prime. And on top
of that, because our apron at Linate is
not affected by the refurbishment, we
have kept helicopters operating there.
Some customers can shuttle, if they have
to reach downtown. In fact, during the
Monza Grand Prix [at the beginning of
September], we kept the helicopter shuttle going from Linate to the racetrack].”
The new Malpensa service for business
and general aviation passengers means that
they no longer have to go through the cumbersome process of Terminal 2 immigration
at Malpensa Airport. “We have seen clients…
thinking of basing their aircraft at Malpensa,
and that in itself generates traffic,” she said.
“Linate Prime is also a very good business. We recently saw the acquisition of
the largest operator based there, [management provider] Sirio, by Directional
Aviation. They bought the majority of
Sirio’s capital and they are already bringing more aircraft to Milan, basing aircraft,
and also developing the maintenance
business.”
Dorigotti said SEA Prime offered natural attractions for operators who based
fleets in Milan, allowing them to increase
activity. “This is developing the traffic
in Milan, which is…consistent with our
strategy of building new hangars in Linate,
which has 10 hangars dedicated to business aviation,” she said.
“We already have a project to build a new
hangar to be delivered at Linate in 2021.
We have a longer-term project to build
additional hangars. We may also develop
a hangar for aircraft refurbishment. When
the runway reopens, Milan will have two
different business gateways.”
n
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Air Service Hawaii bids
‘aloha’ to pair of new FBOs
by Curt Epstein
Air Service Hawaii expects to kick off
On the Big Island, at Kona’s Ellison
2020 with a bang. The Honolulu-based Onizuka International Airport, a new
FBO operator, which provides service FBO complex—the first dedicated GA
at six locations throughout the islands, facility at the airport—is nearing complewill debut not one but two new multi- tion. The two-acre leasehold will include
million-dollar facilities in January. “It a 5,000-sq-ft main private aviation termiwas never our plan to have two proj- nal, which will feature, for the first time
ects going at the same time, with all in the state of Hawaii, a full commercial
the associated challenges and cash out- kitchen to support catering preparation.
flow,” said company president Shaen It will be operated by Pacific Inflight, the
Tarter, “but thanks to permitting issues same locally owned provisioner used by
and other things, that’s just the way it the company’s flagship FBO in Honolulu.
worked out.”
It will also include concierge, shower
At Lihue Airport, the primary gate- facilities, and car rental.
way on Kauai, Air Service Hawaii (Booth
A separate, 2,200-sq-ft secure terminal
C11233) is replacing its modest office in will be used for larger, commercial-size
the old commuter air terminal with a
aircraft that require passenger screennew 1,800-sq-ft private aviation termi- ing before boarding, such as Kaiser Air’s
nal, which will house its services. It will “Kona Shuttle,” a twice-weekly luxury
also add a 12,000-gallon avgas tank, refu- charter flight from Oakland, California,
eler parking area, line service office, and using a Boeing 737. In addition to the
customer vehicle parking. While there is security equipment, it will offer a lobby
currently no hangar space at the facility, with plant-covered “living” walls, seating
the company has room for and has con- for up to 60 passengers, and air-condisidered adding a 32,000-sq-ft hangar.
tioned restrooms.

An artist rendering of Air Service Hawaii’s new terminal at Lihue Airport on Kauai, which is
expected to make its debut in January.
Rounding out the facility will be a
38,000-sq-ft hangar, capable of sheltering the latest big business jets, which is
expected to come online in May.
“We’re just thrilled to be the ones that
will offer the first hangar at Kona, the first
facility of its kind, and designed exactly
the way we know our customers want it
to be done,” Tarter told AIN. “It’s a really
fun thing to have the opportunity to start
with a clean slate and say this is exactly
how we want this to be laid out to deliver

the best service we can to our clients,
from vehicle traffic flow, to how our staff
is staged in the buildings, where everything is to make things flow as smoothly
and safely as possible.”
In addition to Kona, Lihue, and Honolulu, Air Service Hawaii also operates
FBOs at Kahului Aiport on Maui, Hilo
International on the Big Island, and
Lanai Airport. At the latter, it is the only
handler to provide fuel and rampside
vehicle access.
n
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by Curt Epstein
Aviation flight tracking and flight status
provider FlightAware has announced a
partnership with flight booking and logistics tool FlightBridge that will see the
two companies seamlessly integrate data.
Users of FlightAware Global and FlightAware FBO Toolbox will now receive
scheduled flight and FBO information
from FlightBridge before a flight plan is
even filed, allowing more proactive tracking by both the operator and FBO.
FlightBridge users will now benefit
from FlightAware’s real-time flight tracking data, including its “Ready to Taxi”
function (launched last year and now in
operation at 800 FBOs in the U.S.), which
notes surface events such as avionics on,
taxied out, and aircraft parked times,
allowing more customers even more

precise scheduling capabilities.
FlightAware just this past week integrated its FlightAware Global and FBO
Toolbox data, enabling flight operators
to select their destination FBO and notify
the FBO of their pending arrival. The
integration further provides access to a
blocked flight and then provides information about how long that airplane will
remain on their ramp.
It is also leveraging surface data and
interpretation to track and predict taxi
times based on historic demand and
congestion, giving stakeholders a clearer
picture of aircraft movements and
improve service expectations. “This is
going to change how flight departments
operate,” said FlightAware CEO Daniel
Baker. “This is going to change how flight

MultiScan radar free with
Constant’s 604XT upgrade
by Jerry Siebenmark

DAVID McINTOSH

In an effort to lure more customers to Radar at no charge. Automated MultiScan
the Nextant 604XT next-generation flight predictive weather and advanced threat
deck, MRO provider Constant Aviation detection offers 604XT upgraded aircraft
(Booth C10617) is hosting a couple of pro- operators the ability to mitigate the risk of
motions at its booth at NBAA-BACE. The inadvertently penetrating thunderstorms.
promotions come as Constant marks the “Nearly every 604XT customer has optioned
22nd delivery of the upgrade, the cost of the popular MultiScan radar to date,” said
which is $69,040 for a limited time.
Constant Nextant 604XT program director
The first three customers signing up for a Steve Bruce.
604XT upgrade and qualifying inspection at
Additionally, Constant is offering
Constant’s booth this week at NBAA-BACE
attendees a chance to try out the upgrade
will receive an optional MultiScan Weather with a fully functioning 604XT flight deck

departments and FBOs interact.”
Currently, 1,200 FBOs and 15,000 private and corporate aircraft use FlightAware’s platform, along with recently
added clients Textron Aviation and
Embraer Executive Jets, both of which
now provide a free subscription to
FlightAware Global to customers when
they take delivery of their aircraft. “Not

MARIANO ROSALES

FlightAware, FlightBridge
team up on data sharing

FlightAware
CEO Daniel
Baker

“This is going
to change how
flight departments
and FBOs interact.”
demonstrator. “The demonstrator replicates the layout and feel of a 604XT by
positioning functioning Pro Line Fusion
touchscreen displays, cursor control
panel and multifunction keyboard panel
in front of a Challenger pilot seat,” Bruce
explained. “Users can adjust altitude and
approach angles to simulate approaches
into their favorite airports.”
Sister company Nextant Aerospace began
the first phase of its Challenger 604XT
remanufacturing program following STC
approval of the Rockwell Collins touchscreen
Pro Line Fusion flight deck upgrade in 2018.
Other phases include new cabin floor plans,
a composite interior shell with LED lighting,
oversized tables, and performance enhancements such as a 500-nm range extension and
increasing its maximum altitude to FL450,
from FL410.
n

Constant
Aviation’s 604XT
next generation
flight deck for the
Challenger 604
integrates flight
attitude, flight
management,
synthetic vision
and aircraft system
functionality into
three touchscreen
displays.
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only will you receive that service without
charge, but we work with the delivery specialists at those aircraft manufacturers to
ensure on the very first flight of a newlydelivered turbine aircraft that you can
receive the world-wide data services from
FlightAware,” explained Baker.
He added the company has grown its terrestrial ADS-B network from 17,000 ground
stations last year to more than 22,000 this
year in 197 countries, making it the world’s
largest ADS-B receiver network.
n

Honeywell
designs APU
for small jets,
turboprops
Honeywell Aerospace has brought to
market an auxiliary power unit (APU)
for business aircraft owners, but
instead is calling it a micro power unit
(MPU). It unveiled the MPU this week
at NBAA-BACE.
Designed for turboprops, light
business jets, and helicopters with
space limitations, it will provide
enough power to operate air conditioning, charge batteries, and assist
with main engine start. When used
as a primary power source instead of

Honeywell
Aerospace’s new
MPU 10 power unit
from the main engines, it can reduce
fuel burn by up to 80 percent on the
ground, Honeywell claims. The manufacturer of a line of larger and more
costly line of APUs for large business,
commercial, and military jets said the
addition of its MPU will add value to
the aircraft’s hull.
Measuring 12-inches by 13-inches
by 24-inches, the MPU weighs 75
pounds and is rated at 10kW and 400
amps. Honeywell (Booth N4302) isn’t
disclosing a price.
“By expanding our line of trusted
and reliable solutions to include the
MPU, Honeywell can better serve turboprop and light jet owners and operators looking to increase passenger
comfort and reduce overall operating
costs,” said Honeywell engines and
power systems president Brian Sill.
Engineering its first APU in 1948, Honeywell has since produced more than
100,000. Of those, more than 36,000
are in service today among more than
150 types of business, commercial, military, and regional aircraft.
J.S.
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Early 2020 first flight
planned for SkyCourier
by Jerry Siebenmark
Textron Aviation (Booth C9343, Static
SD503 and SD503A) is making progress
on the development of its new high-wing,
twin-turboprop Cessna SkyCourier 408
but now expects the utility airplane to
make its first flight in early 2020, officials
of the Wichita airframer announced Monday on the eve of NBAA-BACE. The program, unveiled in 2017 and expected to fly
this year, has progressed considerably over
the course of the last few months with the
development of the prototype and an additional five flight and ground test articles,
they said. Wingmate of the prototype is
rapidly approaching, they added.
FedEx is the launch customer for the
SkyCourier, with 50 firm orders for the

airplane and options for 50 more. Configurable for both cargo and commuter
operations, it is designed to carry a
payload of up to 6,000 pounds with
an 87-inch cargo door, a flat floor, and
a nearly 70-inch tall and wide cabin to
accept three standard LD3 air cargo
containers. In a passenger configuration,
it will have seating for up to 19 passengers, with a netted rear cabin area for
luggage and equipment. Capable of flying 200 ktas, the aircraft is powered by
two, 1,100-shp Pratt & Whitney Canada
PT6A-65SC turboprop engines and two,
new 110-inch McCauley propellers.
Rob Scholl, Textron’s senior v-p of sales
and marketing, told AIN even with a cargo

operator as its launch customer, he thinks
there’s a “real possibility” that small commuter airlines will have a strong interest
in the airplane that has a 5,000-pound
maximum passenger payload and 900-nm
range. “I think the place that’s getting the
most attention, at least here in the U.S., is
Essential Air Service,” he explained. “And
so we’re already having discussions with
the Department of Transportation on that
because we want this obviously to have a
role in the Essential Air Service program,
but also internationally, especially the
Asia-Pacific region, where you’re doing a
lot of island hopping.”

Scholl added there’s customer interest
in the SkyCourier as a combination passenger/cargo aircraft. “That’s getting a lot
of attention as well,” he said.
Like its new Denali single-engine turboprop, the SkyCourier will be certified as
a Part 23 airplane. Given the different certification paths as well as lessons learned
from the prolonged type certification of
the Part 25 Citation Longitude, Textron
Aviation CEO Ron Draper told AIN he
expects it to be a smoother process for
the SkyCourier. “I’m pretty sure it won’t
be as extensive as the Part 25 airplane, and
we’ll be smarter from it,” Draper said. n

Textron Aviation’s Cessna unit is preparing to mate the prototype SkyCourier’s wing to its
fuselage, with the first flight of the turboprop twin planned for early 2020.

Stellar Labs (Booth C11422) is showcasing
an independent B2B business aviation
its new quoting application and new busi- online exchange.
ness aviation marketplace this week at
The marketplace allows charter operators,
NBAA-BACE 2019. The cloud-based appli- brokers, and corporate flight departments
cation provides charter operators with
to quickly source off-fleet aircraft from other
account management, trip building, itin- operators. It allows charter buyers and
erary options, operator-branded quotes, sellers to offer, search for, quote, and book
an advanced pricing engine, and built-in available aircraft using real-time pricing,
availability, and safety information. Operafeasibility checks.
Operators can quickly generate custom- tors can choose what information to list in
ized, detailed, and branded quotes for mul- the marketplace and those with access to it.
tiple aircraft and itineraries via automated
“Current off-fleet sourcing solutions have
quoting technology and an advanced pric- unreliable information, are slowed down
ing engine that can quote an entire fleet in
with manual processes, or are hard to
seconds. Integrated availability and feasi- search,” said Stellar CEO David Fox. “These
bility checks can be accessed so that only
issues cause wasted time and loss of sales.”
trips that can be flown are quoted.
Fox said the marketplace uses “reliable,
The update quoting application provides up-to-date information directly from an
warnings for similar quotes, accounting operator’s schedule board.
“The synergy between our advanced
integration, won/lost tracking, a rulesbased pricing engine, and automated quoting solution and the Stellar Marketrouting to support floating fleet and back- place enhances both products,” Fox said.
to-base aircraft. The quoting application “The combination is unique and will revoluprovides access to the Stellar Marketplace, tionize charter aviation.”
M.H.
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MAIANO ROSALES

Stellar solution offered to charter market

A crowded exhibit hall and innovative products

Hundreds of attendees at NBAA-BACE 2019 congregated at the New Product Showcase
on the exhibit hall floor to mix and mingle among the latest offerings from established
companies and new industry participants during the show’s opening day.

»nice« voice control

I can’t read minds. Yet.
With our »nice« voice control, you simply tell the cabin what to do. Custom
settings make it easy to control more while saying less. Discover a new
level of comfort and other new »nice« features at our booth.

Dashboard

Hello James

How can I help you?

Visit us
at booth
C8730
Central Hall
Lufthansa Technik AG | oei@lht.dlh.de | lufthansa-technik.com/nice | Call us: +49-40-5070-2665

Excellence in Motion

Macquarie acquires UK’s
fabled Farnborough Airport
by Curt Epstein

Meridian Air Charter’s flight control center occupies the second floor of the company’s
Teterboro Airport headquarters in New Jersey. The division has tallied more than 150,000
hours of safe operations since it began conducting jet charter in 1989.

Meridian celebrates three
decades of jet charter
by Curt Epstein
Teterboro, New Jersey based-aviation
services provider Meridian is celebrating the 30th anniversary of its jet charter
operation this year. The company began
offering charter in 1983 on a variety of
aircraft, including Piper Saratogas, Senecas, and Aerostars, as well as Cessna
414s and 421s. In 1989, one of its piston
aircraft owners decided to move up to a
Cessna Citation.
Dennis O’Connell, president of the
company’s air charter division, remembers well the learning curve that accompanied the advanced aircraft. “Part of it
was just the equipment side of it, having
something that could go a lot farther
and a lot faster, with maybe a little more
discriminating clientele,” he told AIN.
“Learning the customer service part of it,
we really had to step up our game there
and I think we did a really good job.”
As the company’s then director of
maintenance, involved in the process
of bringing the jet onto Meridian’s AOC,
O’Connell and others were sent to OEM
maintenance training for the aircraft
and, as other jets arrived soon after, the
company decided to open its own repair
station. In 1997, the first large-cabin
twinjet, a Gulfstream II, was placed on
its certificate.
Today, Meridian operates 23 aircraft
ranging from a Hawker 900XP to Gulfstream G550, based across the country,
from Teterboro Airport (TEB) to its
second FBO at San Francisco Bay-area
Hayward Executive Airport and points
in between. All of these aircraft bases are
controlled from Meridian’s purpose-built
charter department on the second floor of
its TEB headquarters.
O’Connell said the flight operations
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team handles virtually all of the aircraft
scheduling and dispatching in-house,
including for international flights. Its
operation has earned IS-BAO Stage II
registration, along with Argus Platinum
and Wyvern Wingman designations on
its way to achieving more than 150,000
safe flight hours.
The company (Booth C9830), also
noted that Lou Ramm, Meridian Air
Charter’s director of quality assurance,
was recently awarded the Charles Taylor Master Mechanic Award by the FAA,
recognizing 50 years or more of aviation experience. Ramm earned his A&P
license in 1969 and served in the U.S.
Army as a crew chief/DS maintenance
platoon supervisor. He holds an FAA
Inspection Authorization certificate
and has experience in fixed- and rotarywing aircraft.
n

Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets
(MIRA), which also owns U.S.-based FBO
group Atlantic Aviation, last month purchased UK business aviation hub Farnborough Airport from TAG. The London-area
airport, which saw a record 30,729 aircraft
movements last year, is home to 260,000
sq ft of climate-controlled hangar space,
more than one million sq ft of ramp, a
three-story 52,000-sq-ft terminal that has
held the top score for non-North American FBOs on AIN’s annual FBO survey for
more than a decade, and a hotel.
Movements are expected to surpass
32,000 in 2019, which could push the
annual passenger figures past 100,000 for
the first time. With a maximum of 50,000
movements a year negotiated with the
local governments, the airport’s traffic
still has considerable room to grow.
TAG won the right to operate the former military airfield, the birthplace of
flight in the UK and site of the biennial
Farnborough International Airshow, in
1997 and was granted a 99-year lease. In
2007, the company bought the leasehold
entirely and has invested more than

$150 million in the property.
“The significant investment that has
occurred at Farnborough Airport over
the past two decades under the previous shareholders has been transformative,” said Brandon O’Reilly, who has
served as CEO of the airport since 2006.
“With a number of development projects already underway, we are excited
to partner with Macquarie to further
develop our offering to the business
aviation market.”
Last year, Farnborough Airport (Booth
N4109) became the first business aviation airport in the world to achieve carbon-neutral status after an assessment by
Airports Council International—Europe.
In 2018 it committed to 100 percent
renewable energy supply through the
UK energy regulator’s Renewable Energy
Guarantees of Origin scheme.
The airport saw traffic growth in 2019,
with last month being the busiest September on record, up 17 percent from the previous year. For the first nine months of the
year, traffic to and from the U.S. and Canada
was up 19 percent year-over-year
n

A foggy Farnborough Airport is shown at dusk in this image, with examples of popular business
jets from Gulfstream, Cessna, Dassault, Bombardier, and Embraer parked on the ramp.

More options offered for APG’s iPreFlight Genesis app
Flight operations engineering firm Aircraft Performance Group (APG, Booth
C10021) is introducing two new subscription levels—Performance and Navigator—
for its iPreFlight Genesis app that was
launched last year. Performance provides runway performance and weight
and balance data, while Navigator combines all the features of Performance with
global flight planning and filing, graphical
weather overlays and textual weather,
and Notams. Performance and Navigator
will both feature a relaunched graphical
engine out procedures (EOPs).
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APG CEO Mike Caflisch said the level of
detail provided in Performance is “rarely
seen in an app at this level” with features
that include “full-on satellite radar and
turbulence, winds, lightning, avoid areas,
Sigmets, special-use airspace, TFRs, and
the ability to create manual avoid areas.”
Users can manage multiple flight profiles
and routing options directly within the app.
It also provides an optimized route called
APG Select Route.
APG also announced that it is partnering
with Vision Logbooks and will make electronic maintenance logbook data available

on the iPreflight Genesis app early next
year. By incorporating logbook data in the
APG app, “The crew can always validate
the airworthiness status of their aircraft,”
Caflisch said.
In other company news, industry veteran Steve Card is joining APG as its chief
customer officer. Card comes to the company after a career that included stints at
the UK’s Royal Air Force and Jeppesen.
APG’s global marketing will be further
expanded via a new partnership with
Latin America’s Aerowise and its principal
Perla Fagendez.
M.H.

The perfect upgrade for the airplane
that has everything.
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Gulfstream looking back

July 2019
April 2019

January 2019
Gulfstream Aerospace announced the first international
deliveries of its G500, to Qatar Executive, following a delivery
ceremony at its Savannah, Georgia headquarters. The Gulfbased VIP charter operator has taken two of the aircraft, as
per the originally envisioned 2018 schedule. Qatar’s civil
aviation authority validated the G500’s U.S. type certificate in
October, three months after the U.S. agency gave its nod for
the new large-cabin Gulfstream.
The aircraft will join five Gulfstream G650ERs already in
service with Qatar Executive, Qatar Airways’ executive charter
business. “Gulfstream and Qatar Executive have been good
partners since we announced the G500 [in 2014] and their
intention to be its international launch customer,” said Gulfstream president Mark Burns.

Business jet deliveries at Gulfstream Aerospace climbed nearly 31 percent year-overyear in the first quarter, largely due to G500
shipments, parent company General Dynamics reported. The 34 deliveries in the quarter
included 27 large-cabin and seven midsize
jets, compared with 26 (19 large-cabin, seven
midsize) in the same period a year ago. Seven
G500s were handed over to customers in the
quarter, with 17 in total delivered since the
new large-cabin jet received FAA certification
in July.
During an investor call, General Dynamics
chairman and CEO Phebe Novakovic said
order intake for Gulfstreams was “very strong”
during the quarter and even outpaced deliveries, resulting in a nearly 1.5:1 book-to-bill ratio.
“Backlog for the G650, G500, and G600 all
increased in the quarter,” she said.
Meanwhile, Novakovic said the G600 is
expected to get FAA approval by the end of
June, with deliveries “on track” to start in the
second half of the year.

Qatar Airways confirmed an order valued at $1 billion for
18 Gulfstreams during a White House ceremony witnessed
by Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al-Thani, Emir of Qatar, and
President Donald Trump. The orders were announced as the
leaders jointly vowed to further cooperation between the two
nations.
The latest deal, previously announced by Gulfstream parent
General Dynamics as from an “undisclosed” customer, follows
orders made in 2015 from Qatar Executive for up to 30 Gulfstream jets, deliveries of which Qatar Executive executive v-p
Ettore Rodaro told AIN in May would be completed in 2022.
Qatar Executive is the business jet subsidiary of Qatar Airways.
Gulfstream said the latest deal represents a new order.
No timeline on the delivery sequence for the new orders
was given. “The order, worth over $1 billion, is for 14 Gulfstream G650ERs and four Gulfstream G500s, and will add to
Qatar Executive’s growing fleet that currently includes six

March 2019

June 2019

August 2019

Gulfstream Aerospace made its first sale of sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF) to a G550 operated by a U.S.-based multinational
corporation, the Savannah, Georgia-based airframer announced.
The customer purchased 20,000 pounds of SAF from
Gulfstream’s Long Beach, California facility.
The sale comes about six weeks after Gulfstream participated in an industry-sponsored event, Business Jets Fuel Green:
A Step Toward Sustainability, at Van Nuys Airport (VNY) in California. Gulfstream announced at the VNY event that it would sell
SAF to its customers from its Long Beach location beginning this
year. California-based World Energy, which has a refinery about
10 miles from Gulfstream’s facility at Long Beach Airport, provides SAF to Gulfstream. It was available earlier than Gulfstream
expected for the first sale, the manufacturer noted.
SAF meets the same fuel specifications as jet-A and offers
equivalent performance, Gulfstream said. It added that each
gallon of SAF burned achieves more than a 50 percent reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions relative to petroleum-based jet fuel,
on a life-cycle basis.

Gulfstream’s newest addition to its
lineup, the large-cabin, long-range
G600, earned both its type and
production certificates from the
FAA, paving the way for deliveries
to begin later this year, the manufacturer announced on June 28. For
Gulfstream, this represents its third
model to receive both certifications
simultaneously, joining the G550 in
2003 and the G600’s smaller sibling
G500, which accomplished the feat
just last year.
The G600 has a cabin that is
configurable for three living areas,
with a range of 6,500 nm at its longrange cruise of Mach 0.85, and at its
high-speed cruise of Mach 0.90 can
travel 5,500 nm.

Gulfstream Aerospace has completed a $40 million expansion
to its service center in Appleton, Wisconsin. The expansion
adds a nearly 190,000-sq-ft hangar northeast of the airport
terminal that will simultaneously house up to 12 Gulfstream
G650/650ER twinjets, as well as offices, back shops, general
support space, and a new sales and design center.
About 100 new jobs have been created as a result of the
expansion, with more hiring to come, according to the Savannah, Georgia airframer. It is part of Gulfstream’s 500,000-sqft footprint at Appleton International Airport (ATW) that last
year recorded nearly 500 aircraft visits. In addition to MRO
services including structural modifications and major avionics
installations, Gulfstream Appleton also provides large-cabin
completions.

***
The Business Intelligence Group presented Gulfstream
Aerospace a 2019 Sustainability Leadership Award for the airframer’s sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) initiatives, Gulfstream
announced. It is given to companies and organizations that
make sustainability an essential part of their operations.
Since 2011, when a Gulfstream G450 crossed the Atlantic
on SAF, the Savannah, Georgia manufacturer has steadily
increased its use and the promotion of biofuels. Four years ago,
it signed an agreement with World Fuel Services to provide
Gulfstream with a consistent supply of SAF for corporate,
demonstration, customer support, and test flights from its
Savannah base, accounting for company-operated aircraft
flying nearly 830,000 nm on SAF and, in the process, reducing its carbon dioxide emissions by 950 tonnes. Earlier this
year, Gulfstream made SAF available to customers at its Long
Beach, California facility.
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IBAC urges ICAO and states to support SAF
by Kerry Lynch
The international business aviation community is calling on the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) to support
incentives for use of non-fossil-fuel-based
products and for states to increase use
of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). “This
approach will be key to lowering our

industry’s dependency on fossil fuels, and
reducing the CO2 output from the industry, and its effect on climate change,” the
International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) said in a report submitted to
ICAO on behalf of the Business Aviation
SAF Coalition. The report was accepted by

ICAO and included in the organization’s
2019 Environmental Report.
The ICAO report takes a high-level look
at where the aviation industry broadly is
on sustainability efforts, forecasts for
the futures, and initiatives underway to
improve the environmental footprint.

BEFORE IT CAN FLY ...

SAF Potential and Challenges

FAA CERTIFICATION SEMINARS

... ENGINEERING HAPPENS

Business aviation operations represent
0.04 percent of global anthropogenic CO2
emissions, IBAC said, but “nevertheless,
our industry has demonstrated a serious
commitment to the ongoing exploration
of new methods and technologies to significantly reduce this figure.” Business aviation leaders have pledged to work toward
the goal of 2 percent improvement in fuel
efficiency each year through 2020, carbon-
neutral growth from 2020 onwards, and a
50 percent reduction in carbon emissions
by 2050, compared with 2005 levels.
To achieve those goals, business aviation
needs to take a multi-faceted approach,
including new technologies, operation efficiencies, improved infrastructure, market-
based measures, and SAF.

Overview of FAA Certifications: TCs STCs PMAs TSOs Feb 26-28
System Safety Analyses: 25.1309, ARP4761A ARP4754A Jan 29
Overview of AS9100: Aviation Quality Mgmt. Systems
Nov 7
Overview of ITAR: Fundamental Requirements
Nov 8
Program Mgmt. for Controlling FAA Certification Projects Jan 30
Understanding PMA Quality Manual Requirements
Jan 31
Budgeting & Finance for Aviation Technical Personnel
Jan 28
US Military Airworthiness Certification with MIL-HDBK-516 Mar 13

NBAA BOOTH C11743

702-796-0911

WHAT’S NEXT IN EMERGING AVIATION?

IBAC called SAF “one of the most promising avenues” for achieving the goals, and
that approach was codified by an agreement
between business aviation leaders in 2018
to foster its use. The industry since has been
conducting demonstrations to raise awareness of SAF and is now pushing to encourage an increase in supply and demand.
Multiple paths exist toward the creation of SAF, which when blended with
jet-A in a 50-50 mix, meets the same
ASTM standard for current aviation
fuel. “It is a simple ‘drop-in’ for aircraft,
indistinguishable from the completely
petroleum-based product,” IBAC said,
adding the mix results in a cleaner burn
and reduction of overall CO2 emissions.
IBAC stressed this is critical for the
business aviation industry. “Our industry’s commitment to SAF is not just about
fuels, but about the future, and the business aviation license to operate.”
On ICAO’s part, the organization
agrees that SAF can play a major role in
reducing emissions and is encouraging
states to take part in feasibility studies.
Key to its success is availability, the organization said. Available data indicates that
commercial production of SAF increased
from an average of 0.29 million liters per
year between 2013 and 2015 to 6.45 million liters per year between 2016 and 2018.
Research shows that up to eight billion liters per year of production capacity
that could be used toward SAF may be
available by 2032. “However, there is significant uncertainty on the share of this
capacity that will be directed to SAF compared to other fuels.”
ICAO added that it is encouraging
states to promote policies surrounding
SAF that provide a level playing field
between aviation and other transport
sectors. The organization is hosting its
second SAF Stocktaking Seminar on April
28 and 29, giving stakeholders an opportunity to provide input on the process. n

Pre-register at FutureFlight.aero
Coming December 2019

YO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S

www.ainonline.com

FutureFlightsAd.indd 1
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Universal urges operators:
plan now for 2020 Olympics
by Kerry Lynch
While the 2020 Tokyo Summer Games
and Paralympics are a year away, the Japan
Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB) has already
released guidelines for non-scheduled
flights and is beginning to accept slot
applications, said Universal Weather
& Aviation (Booth C10630). Universal
further advised affected operators to
begin planning now for the events with
the limited issuance of “tentative” slots
beginning and future reservation requests
upcoming in the next several months.
“We highly encourage you to make
arrangements…as soon as your schedule is known so that you can secure your
best options,” the company said, adding
that based on inquiries Universal Aviation
Japan has already seen, “early indicators
show it will be another high-demand event.”

Designated Airports

The JCAB is designating a “Special Coordination Office” to manage slot coordination
at the airports handling general aviation
traffic during the 2020 Summer Games

scheduled July 24 to August 9, 2020, and the
August 25 to September 6, 2020, Paralympics.
Six airports will handle the slots—three Chubu Centrair International Airport near Tokyo is specially designated for Olympics slots.
Tokyo Metro airports (Narita International, Haneda International, and Ibaraki)
Narita and Haneda will be official ports includes: “V1,” which applies to heads
and three specially designated airports
of entry for the Summer Games, while of states, heads of governments, and the
(New Chitose, Sendai, and Chubu Centrair Ibaraki will be the official port of entry International Olympic Committee (IOC)
International). The guidance specifies slot for Paralympic Games. As for the other president; “V2,” for other IOC officials,
coordination periods and classification of specially designated airports, New Chi- chairmen and CEOs of program partners,
who will be permitted at which airports
tose and Sendai will be official ports of and national team leaders; “V3,” for athduring certain time frames.
entry for the Summer Games and Chubu letes, media, and other dignitaries; and
The Japanese government is designating Centrair for the Paralympics.
then all other nonscheduled flights.
these airports for arrivals of official SumJCAB is further classifying periods accordA “Pre-Special Coordination” period for
mer Games stakeholders, including guests ing to demand, as well as flights according to
slot requests ran in August and September
of states, Olympic Committee members, who is on board (there are three VIP catego- but was restricted by flight classification,
and athletes, among others. As a result, ries and a category for everyone else). This
type, airport, and period. A similar “Special
accommodations will be available for spe- will dictate when slots can be requested for Coordination” period will run December 1–
cial security services, welcome reception which airport and by whom.
February 10, opening Tokyo Metro desigdesks, and fast lanes, Universal said.
July 17-September 13 is considered a nated airports to the “V” classified flights
Given the space limitations of the three “Demand Concentrated Period,” and there during certain periods. Slot requests will
Tokyo Metro airports, JCAB is limiting air- are additional limitations for the “Opening be accepted from all non-scheduled operacraft parking time to a maximum of three Ceremony Periods” (July 21–25 and August tions at the other three designated airports.
hours on the ground. If more time is nec- 8–10) and Closing Ceremony Periods
After February 10, slot requests can be
essary, the aircraft will be repositioned to (August 22–26 and September 5–7).
made to any of the designated airports
another airport, Universal advised.
As far as classification of flights, it that have availability.
n
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Mapiex named P&WC’s DMF
for Central America region

Cost Effective
ADS-B Solutions
For Your Business Jet

by Chris Kjelgaard
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Pratt & Whitney Canada has appointed
Panamanian company Mapiex Aviation a
designated maintenance facility (DMF)
for line maintenance and mobile repair
team support for 13 PT6 turboprop and
turboshaft engine models flown in seven
Central American countries.
“We have seen growing demand for
PT6 turboprop and turboshaft engines
in Central America,” said Satheeshkumar
Kumarasingam, P&WC’s v-p for customer
service. Mapiex estimates that today operators in Central America are flying from
175 to 200 PT6 engines.

STC ST02230SE
STC ST02455SE
280 Gardner Drive, Suite 3 / New Century, KS 66031-1104 Olathe/KIXD
FAA CRS# TF2R185L / Phone: 913-829-4606 /www.butleravionics.com

Visit us at the Avcon Booth #C12439

PT6T turboshaft
engine for the Bell
212 and Bell 412

Mapiex Aviation has a mobile repair
team comprising seven technicians and
two assistants based at its headquarters
in hangars 3D and 4D at Panama City’s
near-downtown Marcos A. Gelabert International Airport, according to Nelson Méndez, Mapiex’s aircraft parts sales manager.
This team will provide line maintenance
and mobile repair support for PT6A-21,
PT6A-27, PT6A-28, PT6A-34AG, PT6A-52,
PT6A-60A, PT6A-114A, PT6A-135A PT6A140A, PT6C-67C, PT6T-3B, PT6T-3D, and
PT6T-3DF engines. It will serve operators
in Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama.
“Our strategic geographical position in…
Panama allows us excellent connectivity
by air, land, and sea, giving us fast connections and [allowing rapid] transfers
of accessories, engines and technical personnel throughout the region,” said Méndez. “This being our first year as a DMF,
we hope to meet the needs of the territory”
with Mapiex’s existing maintenance staff.
“However, if more technical personnel are
needed, we will be able to hire them.”

PT6A-114
turboprop engine
for the Cessna
Caravan

Méndez expects the PT6A models to
provide Mapiex with the bulk of its P&WC
DMF work. “Our region is rich in fixed-wing
aircraft,” and many of them are powered by
PT6As, he said. “However, the PT6C also
has great importance [for] and presence in
our country—currently there are 16 such
engines operating in Panama.”
An important task for Mapiex as a P&WC
designated maintenance facility will be to
make operators aware of the range of maintenance and mobile repair services it offers,
according to Méndez. “Many customers
[in Central America] are unaware of the
advantages of working with OEMs and part
of our commitment as a DMF” is to change
that, he said. “We estimate that over time
we will be able to capture [as customers]
most [Central American] operators, based
on our quality of service, fast response, and
excellent customer service.” Mapiex boasts
a range of international standards certifications, among them TRACE, ISO 9001-2015,
ISAGO, and IS-BAH.

PT6C-67C
turboshaft engine
for the Leonardo
AW139

Mapiex is the sixth DMF Pratt & Whitney Canada has designated in the past
two years, and the engine manufacturer
now boasts a network of more than 40
owned and designated maintenance facilities worldwide.
n

ZenithJet at more than 150 Global transactions
ZenithJet, which specializes in technical
and sales support for purchasers of Bombardier business jets, topped its 150th
Global transaction this month. Of the 152
such transactions it has aided in, the Global
6000 accounted for 54, followed by 39
Global 5000s, 29 Global Express XRSs, 27
Global Expresses, two Global 7500s, and a
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Global 6500. It has developed a program
specifically for Global acquisition—GAINS,
for Global Acquisition In-Service—that
covers market assessment, aircraft identification, letter of intent and purchase
agreement negotiation, oversight of pre-
purchase inspection, closing, refurbishment
(if required), and entry-into-service.
K.L.

Specialist firms team up
for full range of interior work
by Jerry Siebenmark
Two seemingly disparate companies from
Wichita are sharing a booth at this year’s
NBAA-BACE at the Las Vegas Convention
Center, but they’re not all that dissimilar.
Appearance Group and Air Capital Interiors (ACI) are both in the business of
aircraft cabin interiors. And their other
common thread is ownership. Appearance Group co-owner, president, and
CEO Matt Henry is one of three owners
at ACI (Booth C9833).
Appearance Group is likely a familiar
name to long-time NBAA attendees. The
company, which is an FAA repair station,
specializes in what Henry calls “asset preservation”: cleaning and detailing exteriors
and interiors of business jets, as well as
paint restoration, paint sealant, leather
refinishing and minor repair to leather
cabin seats and other leather soft goods.
Formed in the early 1990s, it was acquired
in 1999 by Henry and his father, Don Henry.
Today, the company is roughly four
times the size of when the Henrys
acquired it. “By the end of the year we’ll

have over 250 employees in 16 states—all
four time zones,” Matt Henry told AIN.
It counts such customers as Textron
Aviation, Bombardier, StandardAero,
Wheels Up, and NetJets. “They are strategic industry partners for us…and really,
the overall goal is delivering a quality
product to the end user,” Matt Henry said. cabinetry restoration, upholstered panel
But over the years, he said, he has come recovering, leather seat recovering, design
to realize that cleaning and making minor and modification, and prototype develrepairs to an aircraft cabin isn’t enough. opment. Its customers are owners/operaThat’s where ACI comes in.
tors as well as maintenance facilities that
“In a sense, it was born out of what don’t have a full set of interior capabilimore can we do in this industry,” Henry ties. It’s a Part 145 FAA repair station with
said. “When it comes to interior work, “north of 50 aircraft” under its certificate,
you need something like this. So the com- Wilson told AIN, including Cessna Citamon synergy between the two entities is, tion 525, 560, 680, and 750 series business
we can go from taking the gum out of your jets; Dassault Falcon 50, 900, and 2000
carpet to building you a new interior; and series business jets; Hawker 750, 800, 900,
everything in between.”
1000, and 4000 business jets; and BeechFounded in 2013, ACI is owned by CEO craft King Air 90, 200, and 300 series
Henry, president Rod Wilson, and direc- twin-turboprops. That list also includes
tor of operations Terry Crumrine.
some Gulfstream and Embraer models as
Located next to Appearance Group’s
well as certain Bombardier Globals, Chalmain office in Wichita, ACI does aircraft lengers, and Learjets. “Since its inception,

GIVE YOUR
PLANE
A MOUNTAIN
RETREAT

Air Capital Interiors
employees work
on an aircraft
cabinetry project.
we have worked on 65 different [aircraft]
types, from minor repairs to complete
interior refurbishment,” Wilson added.
Last year, the company more than doubled its facility size from 9,500 sq ft to
20,000 sq ft, which “allowed us a little bit
more room for the core business and also
allows us to pursue a full line of upholstery,
soft goods, seats, replacement of carpets,
and curtain fabrication,” Wilson explained.
The company employs more than 30
today, with cabinet makers averaging 20
years of experience in both production
and aftermarket, Wilson said. That’s an
important point, Henry said, because
that experience gives them the “ability
to take owners’ concepts of what they
want and make it a reality.”
n

BUILD YOUR NEXT HANGAR AT RIL
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
• 24/7 live airport operations phone at 970-230-1685 for up-to-the-minute
airport reports
• Aspen & Beaver Creek are both an hour and fifteen minutes away by car
• Pilots enjoy multiple approaches (ILS, GPS, RNAV) to both runway ends
• Better weather and runway conditions at Rifle’s lower field elevation makes the airport
an ideal place to reposition and store your aircraft year round when you are in Colorado
• General aviation freedom at a professionally operated business jet airfield. - NO TSA

SECURITY MADE VISIBLE
• Gated security for the entire airfield
• Hangar tenants may access the airport security camera and gate system
• Hangar management companies available to maintain your facility when you are away

FREEDOM MADE AFFORDABLE
• 40-year lease terms with NO reversion clause
• 2018 - 2019 hangar construction estimates from Tectonic Management Group, Denver, CO
- 100’ x 100’ from $1.3 Million
- 120’ x 120’ from $1.9 Million
- 150’ x 150’ from $2.4 Million
Contact Airport Director, Brian Condie, during the NBAA show at 970.379.5156 | rifleairport.com
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Pilatus looking back

November 2018

April 2019

The Royal Flying Doctor Service of
Australia (RFDS Western Operations)
took delivery of the first Pilatus
PC-24 equipped with a medevac
interior. Configured for patient transport, this twinjet includes beds for
three patients and additional seats
for medical personnel, as well as
oxygen, vacuum, and power systems
to ensure multi-parameter patient
monitoring and support.
The interior was installed under
an STC developed in partnership
with Aerolite, a Swiss company specializing in aircraft medical interiors.
The installation also includes an
electric stretcher loading device.

Moving truck and trailer rental
company U-Haul International took
delivery of the first of two Pilatus
PC-24s at Pilatus Business Aircraft’s
facility in Broomfield, Colorado. The
Pilatus jet’s paint scheme features
the distinctive U-Haul orange livery
and joins the fleet that includes two
PC-12 turboprop singles.
“When Pilatus announced the
new jet, we were confident that
it would be a real workhorse that,
alongside our two PC-12s, would help
us manage our growing operations
throughout North America,” said Joe
Shoen, chairman of U-Haul International parent Amerco.

June 2019

August 2019

Pilatus Aircraft received Transport
Canada certification for its PC-24 light
jet, Levaero Aviation, which has served as
the manufacturer’s exclusive Canadian
distributor since 1997, announced. With
this approval in hand, Levaero said the
delivery of the first Canada-registered
PC-24 will take place this summer.
“The PC-24 is going to be a gamechanger within the Canadian aviation landscape, especially given its unique varied
mission capabilities,” said Stan Kuliavas,
vice president of sales and business development for the Ontario-based distributor.
“With its off-road capabilities and versatility,
this aircraft will allow travelers to complete their individualized missions more
efficiently than with any other jet.”
Two weeks later, the first of the versatile light jets was delivered in the Great
White North. According to Ontario-based
Levaero, which has served as the airframer’s exclusive Canadian distributor since
1997, this first C-registered PC-24 was
handed over to an as-yet-unidentified,
but experienced, operator and will further
diversify its aircraft fleet.
The Swiss-made twinjet, which offers
good short-field performance coupled
with the ability to operate from unpaved
surfaces, received FAA and EASA
approval in December 2017 and entered
service in early 2018.

Pilatus Aircraft appears to be working on an upgrade
to its PC-12 turboprop single that entails a higher-power Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6E-67XP engine
with autothrottle and a single power lever, as well
as new five-blade Hartzell propeller with electronically controlled hub, according to public information
available from the FAA, EASA, and Swiss civil aviation
office. In fact, Swiss aircraft registry records show that
Pilatus has been flying two experimental-category
PC-12s with the -67XP engine and at least one with
the new Hartzell propeller system.
An EASA PC-12 type certification data sheet from
May 22 indicates that the European authority has
already approved a new aluminum Hartzell hub.
Meanwhile, the FAA recently published two special
conditions for “auto thrust” and an electronic engine
control system for the PC-12, meaning that Pilatus is
nearing U.S. certification for the upgrade, which would
ostensibly include the -67XP engine and new Hartzell
hub/propeller system.
A Pilatus spokesman wouldn’t comment about
any such upgrade, but said the company “frequently
[flies] aircraft under experimental status as we test
out various new features, components, and systems
that may or may not eventually come to market.”
***
Swedish air ambulance operator Svenskt Ambulansflyg will purchase six PC-24 twinjets, making it the first
European operator to acquire the type for emergency
medical transport. To be handed over in a medically
equipped configuration, the PC-24 deliveries are
expected in 2021. Financial terms of the transaction
were not disclosed, but at list price the deal would be
worth $64.2 million.

January 2019

May 2019

July 2019

Western Aircraft has added a Pilatus
PC-24 to the Part 135 certificate of
its WestAir division, which makes it
the first in the U.S. to offer the Swissbuilt business jet for charter. “This
aircraft has superior speed, range,
and runway performance,” according
to Phil Winters, Western Aircraft’s v-p
of aircraft sales and charter management. “It is also the first business
jet in the world that has a standard
pallet-sized cargo door, making the
loading of even the bulkiest of items,
such as a kayak, easy. It’s a true benefit for our charter customers.”
The Boise, Idaho-based FBO
and MRO provider said the PC-24
is in WestAir’s aircraft management
program.

Pilatus reopened the order book for its PC-24 “Super
Versatile” jet and confirmed completion of EASA and FAA
approvals for the aircraft to be operated from unpaved
runways and for steep approaches. The Swiss company
and its authorized sales agents around the world confirmed
that delivery positions would be available in 2020 and 2021
and that the “base price” of the aircraft is $10.7 million. A
day later, the manufacturer had already sold 40 of these
available slots. “We already sold half of the 80,” Pilatus
chairman Oscar Schwenk at EBACE.
The OEM initially took orders for the first 84 aircraft, each
priced at $8.9 million, when it launched the twinjet at
EBACE in May 2014. At that time, it wanted to focus on
certification and entry-into-service, which has now been
completed successfully, with 30 PC-24s already in service
since it delivered the first example in February 2018.
Schwenk said, “From day one there has been keen
interest from various customer segments all over the
world. Feedback from the first 30 PC-24 operators
is extremely positive, with special mention of the
aircraft’s versatility, its spacious, quiet cabin, and the
incredible performance.”

The Pilatus PC-24 turned heads at the Festival of Speed show at Goodwood Aerodrome in southern England when it became the first business
jet to land on the rural site’s 2,621-foot grass runway. The Swiss manufacturer is in the process of getting the PC-24 certified for operations on
grass, with the super-midsize twinjet having already been approved for dirt
and gravel runways by both the European Union Aviation Safety Agency
and the U.S. FAA.
According to Pilatus, the PC-24’s short-and-unpaved landing capability
allows it to operate from almost twice as many airports as comparably
sized jets. The aircraft also is approved for steep approaches, such as the
5.5-degree approach to London City Airport.

DAVID McINTOSH

EBACE 2019
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Signature to launch new
pricing transparency tool
by Curt Epstein

BARRY AMBROSE

Signature Flight Support (Booth N6110) “At this point, it would make sense for a cusis looking toward the future with new tomer to double-check that with the FBO,”
approaches to its customer offerings, he told AIN, adding the system will be conincluding a Trip Estimator Tool for pilots tinually improved from its introduction. “I
and schedulers conducting pre-flight plan- hope that in the next 12 to 18 months you
ning. Scheduled to launch in early 2020, will get to the point where you make a resthe new tool will deliver retail fuel pricing, ervation, you click through, you get confiralong with handling and infrastructure mation, and you don’t even have to call the
fees, allowing users to review the estimated FBO,” said Carroll. “We’re looking at this
costs of their trip before they take off.
in terms of what’s going to add value to the
“[Customers] enter their aircraft tail customer and we think this is just the right Signature Flight Support’s new pricing transparency tool is designed to help customers estimate
number, their destination, the date that way for us to do business.”
costs before take off. The company is also expanding its FBO network and MRO capabilities.
they are planning to fly, up to seven days
The company also recently launched its
in advance, and we return the pricing SIGNet 2.0 FBO management platform, and licensing agreements. Mark Johnstone, Hurn, Farnborough, London Luton, and
information,” said Matthew Carroll, the which allows its individual locations to CEO of Signature and parent BBA Aviation, London Biggin Hill Airports.
service provider chain’s senior v-p of mar- better track, understand, and coordinate added that the company expects continued
Earlier this year, the BBA Aviation subketing. “We know this is something that customer needs. This enables full coordi- growth in 2020 and beyond.
sidiary signed an agreement with Uber
many of our customers have been asking nation across the entire FBO team.
The company also announced an expan- Elevate as its first nationwide operations
for and I think we’re probably going to
“These are just examples of some of the sion of its TechnicAir MRO capabilities and on airport infrastructure partner for
be one of the first to deliver something things we are working on today, with more with the launch of a new mobile service Uber Air. The company plans to apply
like this.”
things coming down the road,” said Carroll. unit (MSU) at the UK’s Manchester Airport. its ground-handling expertise to support
Carroll cautioned the tool is an “estiMeanwhile, Signature has expanded its The addition broadens its coverage across electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicle
mator,” which will give the handling infra- global network by offering services at 16 Northern England, the Midlands, and (eVTOL) passenger pickups and drop-offs
structure information and alert users if new locations in six countries over the past southern Scotland, complementing its four at its airport locations, as well as desigthere will be any other potential charges. year through acquisitions, new facilities, existing MSU’s located at Bournemouth nated purpose-built urban skyports.
n
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Tamarack’s Chapter 11 plan
advances its reorganization
by Mark Phelps
Tamarack Aerospace, the company that
designed and markets Atlas active winglets, has filed a Chapter 11 plan of reorganization in the Eastern District of
Washington, the company announced
on Monday. The first hearing is set for

DAVID McINTOSH

Company
founder and
CEO Nick Guida

Our biggest
proponents are
our customers.”

November 13, and company president
Jacob Klinginsmith said on Tuesday at
NBAA-BACE, “Since we filed the reorganization plan, which includes repaying all
creditors in full, there have been no objections. I got an email from our attorney
this morning. In the best-case scenario,
we could emerge from Chapter 11 by the
end of the year.”
Airworthiness Directives from the
FAA and EASA issued in June grounded
the fleet of 91 Atlas-equipped Citation
CJ1s, CJ2s, and CJ3s. That ultimately led
to the company filing for bankruptcy
protection. The ADs were resolved in
July following a factual review by the
FAA, EASA, NTSB, and the UK’s Air
Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB).
Klinginsmith added, “In July, Tamarack
received approval to accept a significant
investment for ongoing operations; but
the continued Active Winglets sales

have allowed us to recover financially
and ultimately to present a very strong
plan of reorganization. The plan is a
testament to the financial health and
viability of Tamarack.”
Company founder and CEO Nick
Guida said on Tuesday the company
has been “operating normally” through
the process and continues to take
orders and install winglets. “We took
14 orders for winglets [so far] in 2019,
and the 97th install is currently in process. We currently have about 5 percent
market penetration, and there are 1,887
CJs flying.”
Guida and Klinginsmith say their current plan is to continue to tell the story,
correct false narratives, and rebuild the
reputation of the company and the technology. “Our biggest proponents are our
customers,” according to Guida.
He added that plans for the immediate future include adding new aircraft
types to the stable of models eligible
for Atlas active winglets, listing the
Embraer Phenom 100, Citation XLS,
Challenger 600-series, and Citation
Mustang as possible candidates. “Our
real goal,” Guida said, “is to get these
winglets on airliners.”
n

G700 mockup
backstory
by Mark Phelps
While Gulfstream certainly had a
monumental task keeping its G700 project
under wraps before Monday’s unveiling, the
company that manufactured the mockup
also faced a similarly daunting supersecret mission. Jeff Bonner R&D (JBRND,
Booth N5234) designed and fabricated the
two-trailer, self-leveling composite G700
mockup, with some 100 employees sworn
to secrecy, having signed non-disclosure
agreements.
“The project took close to two years,” said
Ed Harris, v-p of sales/program management
for San Antonio, Texas-based JBRND. “And
we had to take it on an eight-hour test ride
over Texas roads with the fuselage completely covered. Now the secret is finally out,
and we’d like everyone to know we’d love to
do more mockups,” he told AIN.
JBRND has a 65,000-sq-ft facility in San
Antonio, where they also built a second
20-foot mockup for smaller demonstration
venues. The full-scale mockup on display at
NBAA-BACE involved fabricating not only
the composite fuselage, but also the drive
train, trailers, stairs, removable tail, showsite air conditioning, and other features.
All that work was required for road travel
not only in the U.S., but also in Europe and
Asia-Pacific.
In addition to the G700 mockup, JBRND
is also showing its new Challenger CL650
pleated window shades at its booth.
n
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Jet Aviation Staffing, FlightSafety partner
to train freelance cockpit crewmembers
Jet Aviation Staffing (Booth N4635) and
FlightSafety International (Booth C10625)
are teaming up on a new global training
program for freelance pilots, the companies announced this week at NBAA-BACE
2019. Offered exclusively on the hullo Aircrew platform expected to launch in the
U.S. in 2020, the new program will allow
pilots to complete recurrent training at
FlightSafety under a flexible repayment
plan offered by Jet Aviation Staffing.
“Jet Aviation Staffing is thrilled to support ongoing training and professional
growth for pilots,” said Elaine Lapotosky,
senior director at Jet Aviation Staffing.
“We recognize the financial commitment
freelance pilots must make to maintain a
type rating and are here to support them.”
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Being demonstrated at Jet Aviation
Staffing’s NBAA-BACE booth, the hullo
Aircrew platform connects freelance and
contract aircrew members with operators.
Jet Aviation and hullo Aircraft announced
their partnership in April to develop the
technology and expand the platform to
the U.S. market.
“At hullo Aircrew, we are committed to
enhancing our technology platform to
provide the most value for freelance aircrew,” said Steve Payne, hullo Aircrew’s
chief operations officer. “Partnering with
Jet Aviation to offer training to pilots is
a natural evolution of our platform, and
we are proud to be part of this new service provided by Jet Aviation Staffing and
FlightSafety International.”
K.R.

News Clips
Boeing Inks Two BBJ 787-9
Orders from One Customer

Boeing Business Jets has revealed
orders for two BBJ 787-9 Dreamliners,
placed in August by a single undisclosed
customer, with a combined list price
value of $564 million. That brings
orders for the VIP variant of the
all-composite widebody to 16.
“The BBJ 787 program has won over
other government and private customers
who want to work, rest, and arrive
refreshed and ready for a productive
day,” said Ihssane Mounir, the Boeing
Company’s senior v-p of Commercial
sales and marketing. The aircraft “offers
our most discerning customers the
ability to travel in ultimate comfort and
fly directly to just about any city on
earth,” he said, adding, “We’re talking
about London to Sydney or Tokyo to
Cape Town,” given its 9,485-nm range.
The 787 Dreamliner is the fastest-selling
widebody airplane in history, according to
Boeing, with orders for more than 1,450
from some 80 customers on six continents.

Astronics Wireless PED
Charger Ready for Delivery

Aerospace component specialist
Astronics (Booth C11617) is now ready
to deliver its new wireless charging
module (WCM) for business jet and
helicopter cabins. The module provides
wireless charging for passengers’
smartphones and other devices.
The charger was introduced last
year at the Aircraft Interiors Expo and
has been adopted by numerous seat
manufacturers, according to Astronics.
The WCM integrates seamlessly into
the cabin environment and can be
incorporated in passenger seats,
furniture, and galleys. It provides quick
charging for Qi-enabled devices.
“Our wireless charger is flight-proven
and integration-ready to bring an
upscale touch to your next business jet
program,” said Christine Ellis, director
of business development for Airborne
Power and Control at Astronics.

Jet Edge Expands Management
Fleet with BBJs

A Boeing Business Jet that touched down
at Henderson Executive Airport to join
the NBAA-BACE static display is one of
two that Jet Edge (SD110) is adding to its
management fleet by year-end. They will
join six new Gulfstream aircraft also added
to the California-based company’s AOC.
The BBJs are part of Jet Edge’s floating
charter fleet and are being offered for
charter at rates of around $14,000 per
hour, which chief revenue and marketing
officer Jonah Adler said is very competitive
with rates for other large-cabin business
jets. Earlier this year, Jet Edge was boosted
by a $60 million private equity investment
and this has fuelled significant growth. The
company has formed a new whole aircraft
sales division called Jet Edge Partners.

JetNet sees mixed signals for bizjet market
Industry data provider JetNet issued its
latest 10-year forecast calling for deliveries
of 7,050 business jets (excluding personal
jets and bizliners) worth an approximate
$241 billion. However, the Utica, New Yorkbased company, which presented its annual
JetNet iQ State of the Market Briefing on
Tuesday at NBAA-BACE, sees a mixed bag
on the current business aviation landscape.
Paul Cardarelli, the family-owned company’s v-p of sales, said OEMs have healthy
book-to-bill ratios with a backlog of $32
billion, a 7 percent increase from 2018 and
the first increase in several years, but added
many post-recession challenges still remain.
Among them, residual aircraft values for
many models are still down by as much as
40 percent five years after delivery, a paradigm that has existed for the past several
years. “That is a new normal that I think
confronts our industry,” he stated.
Another area of note is utilization, with
the current number of cycles equivalent to
the levels seen in 2011 when the fleet, particularly in the U.S., was a third less than
the present. “We simply don’t operate our
business aircraft like we used to,” Cardarelli
commented.

MARK WAGNER

by Curt Epstein

Rolland
Vincent, JetNet
iQ’s director
and president
of an industry
consultancy
Those concerns are still tied to the oversupply spawned in the late 2000s. In that
span, the industry went from an average
of 600 to 700 aircraft deliveries a year to
more than 1,000 in the ramp-up to the
global recession. “I think what we are
seeing today is a transformational time,”
explained Cardarelli. “It’s an industry that
perhaps is maturing.”
The global fleet remains geographically
concentrated, with 62 percent based in
North America—a total similar to the 60
percent when JetNet began back in the
late 1980s. Meanwhile, the average age
of the private business jet owner is 63.6
years. “The fact is that owner is not going
to be buying a lot more aircraft, so this

industry [needs] to be out there looking
for more concept buyers and I think that’s
the transformation that we see today,”
Cardarelli told the audience.
In terms of used aircraft sales, the
percentage available is at 9.6 percent,
nominally indicating a seller’s market. Preowned sales, which peaked last year with
2,900 transactions, have declined as much
of the young inventory has been purchased.
Current transaction rates are 19 percent
lower than a year ago.

Survey Results

JetNet has conducted its iQ user surveys since 2011 and has received more
than 18,000 responses over that time.
One of its key indicators is market sentiment—responses to questions about how
respondents feel about the health of the
market. For this year only 51 percent indicated they believed it was on an upswing,
compared with 69 percent a year ago.
The delta of 18 points demonstrates a
growing pessimism and the sharpest drop
recorded in the past seven years. The less
than 18 percent worldwide net optimism
score represents the lowest score since late

2016 when the industry was roiled by the
announcement of Brexit and the highlycontentious U.S. presidential election.
While industry confidence rallied in the
following years, the current downturn is
expected to persist. “The mood is still kind of
dark,” observed Rolland Vincent, JetNet iQ’s
director and president of industry consultancy Rolland Vincent Associates. “Whether
its trade tensions, China slowdowns, another
election year, or Brexit, which is still uncertain, Germany grappling with recession, or
Italy in recession, there’s a lot of things going
on that are causing investors and stakeholders to say, ‘I’m just going to wait.’”
The survey also asked operators about
their intended purchases over the next 12
months, with medium jets leading at 45.2
percent of the mentions, led by the Bombardier Challenger 350, followed by light jets
at 40.5 percent and large-cabin jets, which
garnered only 14.3 percent of the mentions.
Looking ahead to five-year plans, medium
jets still lead with 47.5 percent, while largecabin rose to 28.3 percent, leaving light jets
with the remainder at 24.2 percent.
The latest survey queried respondents
on whether they believe industry leaders and OEMs need to come together to
improve the general public’s perception
of business aviation. A commanding 86
percent somewhat or strongly agreed
with that statement.
n
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FlightSafety introduces
kidnap-prevention course
by Kim Rosenlof
FlightSafety International (Booth
C10625) recently launched a course
aimed at preventing corporate aircraft
passengers and crews traveling abroad
from becoming kidnap victims. Security consulting and threat management
firm Skydas Group leads the two-day

Hartzell’s composite propeller for the Beechcraft King Air 200 features five swept blades in
a larger diameter but weighs 48 pounds less. It’s available via a Raisbeck Engineering STC.

Hartzell rolls out composite
propeller for King Air 200s
by Jerry Siebenmark
Hartzell’s new, five-blade structural composite propeller is expected to improve
performance for Beechcraft King Air
200 series turboprop twins. According
to Hartzell (Booth C7235), the swept
propeller will be available from Raisbeck
Engineering (Booth C11443) through its
STC for King Air 200, B200, and B200GT.
“This latest performance improvement
for the King Air 200 series extends the
longstanding and excellent relationship
between Raisbeck and Hartzell,” said
Hartzell executive v-p and general manager J.J. Frigge
Constructed of structural carbon

fiber composite with nickel cobalt
leading edges to safeguard from foreign
object damage, the propeller optimizes
airfoil efficiency, allowing for a larger
96-inch diameter prop with less blade
tip noise. It weighs 48 pounds less than
OEM-installed propellers and boosts
runway acceleration and engine-out
climb scenarios with flaps up. Unlimited blade life is expected to lower maintenance and overhaul costs.
It is the first five-blade structural composite propeller certified on the King Air
series. Deliveries of the propeller are
expected to begin next month.
n
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Instructors from Skydas Group demonstrate
some basic techniques they recommend
corporate personnel use to avoid kidnapping.

abduction prevention course, which
focuses on teaching pre-travel planning
skills and counter-surveillance techniques in addition to actively thwarting
a kidnap attempt.
“You may have an overnight in Mexico City, Djibouti, or other places where
dropping out of the sky in a $1 million to
$60 million airplane automatically puts
you on a target list for international terrorists or crimes of opportunity,” said
Skydas Group CEO Mike Briant. “While
the primary target is the high-net-worth
individual, support staff like pilots are
also targets. If they have the pilot, they
[can get to] the primary target.”
Offered monthly at FlightSafety’s
Atlanta, Georgia learning center, the
course comprises 15 modules designed to
prevent successful attacks and wraps up
with a field exercise in which attendees
attempt to thwart a simulated kidnapping
or attack, as well as learn to discover technical surveillance devices. Skydas Group
can also conduct the course at an FBO or
corporate site
n

Airbus Corporate Jets president Benoit Defforge, l, and Daniel Soltani, sr v-p sales and
business development for Sabena Technics, are all smiles on inking their new agreement.

Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ; Booth N5216,
Static SD1110) signed an agreement with
Sabena Technics to offer directional infrared countermeasure (DIRCM) self-protection systems for installation on its VIP
airliners at Airbus-authorized facilities, the
company announced on Tuesday at NBAABACE. DIRCM systems use infrared lasers
to protect aircraft against missiles fired
from man-portable air defense systems,
today’s most widespread missile threat,
according to the French airframer.
Initially available for ACJ320-family
models, several companies make such
systems, and Sabena will act as the
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system integrator. Some in-service ACJs
are already equipped with DIRCM systems
offered through third-party companies.
“We strongly believe that our ability to
install and certificate these systems with airworthiness authorities, such as EASA and the
FAA, is a key driver of success,” said Daniel
Soltani, Sabena Technics’ senior v-p of sales
and business development.
ACJ president Benoit Defforge said
offering self-protection “is yet another
way in which we care for our customers,
and expands and consolidates the widespread range of modern aircraft and services that ACJ offers.”
J.W.
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ACJ, Sabena team up to protect VIP aircraft

Retrofitting the Citation Excel with a G5000

Illinois-based Elliot Aviation (Booth IS14) is highlighting its recent upgrade of a Cessna Citation
Excel with Garmin’s G5000 integrated flight deck, shown above. The retrofit replaces the jet’s
original Honeywell Primus 1000 equipment, including the autopilot and flight director, to provide
WAAS/LPV, ADS-B, XM Weather and electronic charts, plus options like CPDLC and synthetic vision.

MedAire previews travel risk management
solutions for crew and passengers

The Million Air FBO
chain celebrated
the opening
of its latest
facility, at the
Austin-Bergstrom
International
Airport, with a
concert and aircraft
displays, including
a Beechcraft
Starship.

Million Air goes live in Austin
by Curt Epstein
Million Air (Booth N2327) expanded its
network last week with the opening of its
newest FBO at Austin-Bergstrom International Airport in Texas. This new location
represents the FBO network’s fourth in
the state and its 31st globally.
The gala grand opening and ribboncutting in Auston was held last Thursday
for hundreds of guests, featuring a private
concert by country music star Aaron Tippin,
as well as a mini static display that included
one of the remaining few airworthy Beechcraft Starships, in addition to a King Air 350i,
Citation M2, and Bell 505.
Groundbreaking on the $40 million,
20-acre facility began in 2018, and the
company began providing service from a
temporary facility earlier this summer. The
spacious two-story terminal has a 14,500-sqft lobby with elegant seating groups, wood

and granite features, a marble-framed
fireplace, and wood-beam ceilings, as well
as private sky lounge bar, complementary
Starbucks-trained barista and refreshment
bars, pilot’s lounge with snooze rooms and
shower facilities, wraparound ramp-side
balcony, flight planning room, and a pair of
conference rooms with available concierge
fine service.
The newest of three service providers
at the airport, it also includes a 6,750-sq-ft
aircraft arrivals canopy, more than seven
acres of ramp space, and seven hangars
ranging in size from 15,600 sq ft to 19,950
sq ft, each a stand-alone facility with independent secure parking and entries. With
28 foot-high doors, they can easily accommodate ultra-long-range business jets up
to a Gulfstream G650. Aircraft maintenance is also available on site.
n

Ampaire, Ikhana team on
electrified Twin Otter plan
by Mark Phelps
Ampaire, a developer of hybrid electric aircraft propulsion, has teamed with Ikhana
Aircraft Services to explore modifying Twin
Otter airframes to fly with that technology.
California-based Ikhana is known for engineering modifications for Twin Otters,
including an FAA STC for its DHC-6-300HG
with a maximum gross weight increase to
14,000 pounds, from 12,500 pounds.
The two companies have launched a
NASA-funded study to explore the “electrification“ of the Twin Otter. The goal is to create a hybrid-electric variant of the -300HG
that would carry up to 19 passengers and
cargo, producing more than 1MW of total
power, reducing fossil fuel consumption.
Ampaire CEO Kevin Noertker said,
“We see NASA’s support as validation of
Ampaire’s retrofit strategy. It’s a low-risk,
achievable path to a hybrid/electric, and
ultimately a full-electric, future.”
The company already has its centerthrust Cessna 337-based EEL flying, with one

fossil-fuel engine and one electric motor.
But the EEL is limited to six seats. Explaining the rationale for pursuing a hybrid variant of the 19-seat Twin Otter, Noertker said,
“Ampaire’s study of the aviation market
indicates that one-third of aviation emissions are accounted for by route segments
of less than 1,000 kilometers [540 nm]. We
have the technology today to address these
route segments on aircraft up to 19 seats,
while hybrid electric solutions will come for
larger aircraft in the longer term.”
Meanwhile, Ikhana president and CEO
John Zublin agrees that the airframe is ideally suited to this development. He said,
“The Twin Otter is a unique multi-role
aircraft with proven flexibility to operate
as an urban commuter, a back-country
bush plane, and in various special-missions
applications. It’s an ideal demonstration
platform for electrification technologies
and as a certified product will have broad
market appeal in its own right.”
n

Phoenix-based medical and security services provider MedAire (Booth C11633), an
International SOS company, previewed a
new integrated travel risk management
solution this week at NBAA-BACE 2019.
Dubbed TRM 360, the new product is an
expanded suite of risk mitigation services,
new tools and technology, medical equipment, and travel safety training classes.
TRM 360 services are organized into
pre-travel, en route, and away-fromhome segments. The pre-travel segment
focuses on proactive risk mitigation
and includes new Fit-to-Fly assistance
to determine whether a crewmember
or passenger is well enough to safely
travel, an annual risk assessment tool,
and unlimited access to a safety e-learning library.
En route emergency response tools
include a new in-flight patient assessment tool, best in class aviation medical
kits, and lifesaving diagnostic equipment.
New tools to use while away from home

continued from page 1

Bizav and UAM have
a long journey ahead
giant Morgan Stanley to be worth anywhere from $1.5 trillion to $3 trillion,
daunting questions remain regarding
these vehicles, the public acceptance
of them, and the applicable regulatory
framework. While most industry experts
agree that fully autonomous, pilotless
vehicles that are heavily dependent on
artificial intelligence (AI) are required to
make UAM technically and economically
viable, a clear pathway and timetable for
the beginning of commercial service has
yet to emerge.
According to Boeing Horizon X’s Paul
McDuffee, the key question is: “How do you
integrate these vehicles and existing airspace structure? How do you enable routine
operations in controlled airspace?”
When it comes to UAM, AI seems to be
the “yellow brick road,” according to UAM
executives and technical experts. “The
logistics will explode,” said AirProxima’s
Ed Crump. “These aircraft will have to have
AI.” Both Crump and Joby Aviation’s Kate
Fraser agreed that implementing full-scale
UAM could not happen without AI.
But implementing AI is difficult and
expensive, Crump said. “Very few companies are successful with AI,” he warned,
suggesting the industry should initially set
its sights on “augmented intelligence” that
allows humans to make decisions better and
faster. Nevertheless, he intimated that AI
will be necessary for fully autonomous operations. “Humans aren’t good at doing the
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include mental health and emotional
support assistance and video teleconsultations with prescription delivery.
“MedAire is constantly innovating as
the realities of the world evolve,” said
MedAire CEO Bill Dolby. “A complete
solution that covers you from pre-trip
planning to a safe return home is vital
to the success of operators focusing on
risk-mitigation and safety culture.”
Many of the TRM 360 services can be
accessed online or from a mobile app.
The app provides medical and security
overviews for the operator’s destinations,
access to aviation travel security briefs,
airspace assessment libraries, and alerts
via push notification.
MedAire is also partnering with Geospark Analytics’ Hyperion product to
provide aviation security intelligence
and risk-mitigation services. Hyperion
continuously evaluates risk and activity
around the world in real-time and assigns
a unique global stability score.
K.R.

same thing every time” and “getting humans
out of the loop will certainly improve safety.”
Fraser expressed confidence that “we
will get to full autonomy” after assuaging
the concerns of regulators and the general
public, the majority of whom continue
to view eVTOLs as unsafe, according to
recent studies.
But where and when commercial UAM
service takes flight first remains the big
question. Glenn Isbell, Bell v-p of rapid
prototyping, thinks Europe has a jump
because, unlike the FAA, EASA already
has issued a regulatory framework for
eVTOLs. While there are divergent views
as to where a market for UAMs first takes
shape, most panelists seemed to think that
vehicles would enter commercial service
sometime between 2024 and 2028.
Joby’s Fraser thinks the long-discussed
problem of battery life has been solved for
“short hops.” But questions of public acceptance, affordability, and airspace and ground
access remain. Kaydon Stanzione of eVTOL
builder Jaunt Air Mobility, cut the former to
the quick, posing the question, “If you are a
parent, are you going to put your children
in that aircraft?”
In the face of the swirling entropy surrounding this nascent air industry, Boeing’s McDuffee, a 50-year-veteran of the
aviation business, remains optimistic.
“We have a long way to go, but we will get
there. This technology is here to stay and
it’s not going away.”
n
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Alpha Chocks expands line Savion plans
two-place,
remotely
piloted jet
by J.E. Burnside

MARIANO ROSALES

Wheel chocks are one of those items flight
crews don’t think much about, at least
until Switzerland-based Alpha Chocks
(Booth C7519) came on the scene. The
three-year-old company offers collapsible
wheel chocks in three sizes, for aircraft
ranging from light pistons to large business
jets and commercial transports, and is now
offering ones made with carbon fiber.

Alpha Chocks’ newest product is also its
largest wheel chock, dubbed the “Max.” It’s
constructed primarily from carbon fiber,
tipping the scales at only 3 kg, and stops
aircraft weighing up to 350 tons per wheel.

The company’s newest product is also
its largest wheel chock, dubbed the “Max.”
It’s constructed primarily from carbon fiber,
tipping the scales at only 3 kg, and stops aircraft weighing up to 350 tons per wheel.
That builds on Alpha Chocks’ two smaller
products made out of forged 6082 T6 aluminum, which is then powder-coated and
assembled with stainless-steel hardware.
The Mini, suitable for aircraft weighing
up to 20 tons per wheel, weighs some 300
grams and is available with a soft case. Each
Mid chock will use up 1.2 kg of useful load,
and can handle wheels with 65 tons of aircraft behind them.
All Alpha Chocks feature a unique
“over-center” design, allowing them to be
collapsed and removed with one hand, even
when the secured airplane has rolled slightly
since they were installed. All models also
can be customized with colors and logos,
and packaged with hard or soft cases. The
Max also is available with its bottom surface
covered with a coating from Rhino Linings,
which often is used for protecting utility and
off-road vehicles. The company’s customers
to date include operators such as NASA and
the U.S. Coast Guard.
n

NMG Aerospace showcases machined
parts for bizliners at NBAA-BACE 2019
NMG Aerospace (Booth C12939), a
family-owned aerospace components
manufacturer based in Stow, Ohio, with
an additional manufacturing facility in
Tempe, Arizona, is showcasing machined
parts and solenoids designed for bizliners
this week at NBAA-BACE. The company
recently acquired New Jersey-based
Electromotive Inc., which had designed
and manufactured solenoid actuators
and components servicing aerospace and
defense customers since 1970.
Valued at $120 million, NMG produces
a wide variety of components, from crew
seating for helicopters and bleed air

valves on Gulfstreams to landing gear
and crash-resistant hoses and gauges
for jumbo jets.
“NBAA-BACE allows us to schedule meetings with suppliers and find new business,
both on the customer and supplier sides,”
said Sarah McAffee, tactical supply chain
director at NMG. “We’re always growing
and looking for new opportunities.”
With design to specification and build
to print capabilities, NMG Aerospace
maintains AS-9100/ ISO 9001:2008 quality system certification and NADCAP certification for welding, brazing, paint, and
chemical processing.
K.R.

by James Wynbrandt
Startup Savion Aerospace is promoting the Savion, a two-person, remotely
piloted, liquified natural gas-powered jet
aimed at poaching business travelers from
the airlines. The proposed Mach 0.50 jet
was drafted by “inverse aircraft design,”
said company president Jonathan Gibbs.
“Instead of designing it for a certain
speed and distance, we designed it for a
certain price point per hour,” a figure it
has whittled to $350 per hour thanks to
efficiencies including using liquid natural
gas (LNG), which costs about a dollar per
gallon, and keeping pilots on the ground.
It will be flown “just like an Air Force
drone,” said Gibbs, under flight rules
governing remotely piloted vehicles that
technically make no prohibitions against
putting passengers on board. An interactive monitor will keep those on board in
constant contact with their pilot and/or
other controllers.
As designed, the jet will have a stand-up
cabin, lie-flat seats, lavatory, and a range of
some 1,500 nm. Power will come from a certified jet engine from an undisclosed OEM
that will be recertified for natural gas fuel.
Once market demand is confirmed,
expected in the next three months, Gibbs
believes the Savion can be built and certified within 48 months. In addition to
accepting venture capital funding, the
company will soon open preorder membership sales to prospective customers,
which will give them equity in the company
and access to the aircraft once in service.
With a projected cost of about $3 million each, Gibbs said Savion plans to build
100 to 300 aircraft annually.
n

NEWS note
Engine trend monitoring service Spectro Jet-Care is integrating its webEcho
online system with Traxxall’s aircraft
maintenance tracking and inventory
management service. WebEcho enables
Jet-Care’s gas path analysis customers to
view engine trend data results, and the
integration with Traxxall’s dashboard
provides “a one-stop-shop to view and
manage the status of their engines.” Further engine trend information is available
from the dashboard, which allows direct
access to the Spectro Jet-Care system
to view more detailed data, including
diagnostic comments, and to download
trends and reports.
n
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